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ABSTRACT 

When we go back into the history of socialist countries we find 

that at the birth of socialism 9 during the transition period~ literature 

had a vital role to play. To be more precise 9 the socialist realist 

method contributed to the coming of socialism. This 50cialist realist 

methods filled with optimislTI 9 was committed to the working class. 

Many countries in the African continent are now going through 

a transition period towards socialism. A transition period, as stated 

above s is a very important period in which the African writer has a 

great role to play to hasten the coming of socialism. So far, most 

African writers~ using the critical realist method~ have only gone as 

far as merely depicting society. SOCiety in turn , has been presented 

in a deteriorating state. Apart from this, no place has been given 

for the optimistic rising class - the working class. 

Learning from the experience of socialist writers , a new African 

writer is emerging. Ngugi~ taken as an example, has been greatly influenced 

by Gorky's Mother, a socialist realist novel. Furthermore s as the African 

writer is living in a transition per;od ~ he is working towards socialism. 

This indicates that the socialist realist method has some implications 

that are useful to the African writer. These implications will help 

the African writer as a means for the advancement of socialism, which 

in turn, will improve the African novel. 



INTRODUCTION 

~'! hen \'J€ look i nto the history of manki nd ~'le see t ha t he has passed 

through many socio-economic formations. ile has started from the primitive 

communal society and moved through slavery and f~l.Jdalism. At present 

some societi es are in the capitalist fo rmation experiencing its highest 

stage 3 imperialism. On the other hand ~ other societies are ina transitionJl 

phase of socialism with co~nunism as their goa l . In other words g through 

time. society has shown a gradual change to':,a rds development. 

Alongside these socio-economic formations we have literary formations 

indicating that there is some correspondence bet ween the two. For 

example J we have classicism and romanticism sli ghtly related to feudalism 

while we have realism and modernism in the capitalistic formation. As 

quoted by :'la rx : 

... in every historicaL epoch., the prevailing mode 
of economic production and exchange. and the 
sociaL or·ganization necessariLy f oUowing from it" 
from the basi s upon which is built up:; and from 
which aLone can be e~v'P Lained the politicaL and 
i nteLLectuaL hi8to~J of that epoch ... l 

~~hen ~'-Ie look at the primitive communal society we f ind an equal 

division of labour and equal status among individuals , the reason being 

no classes. Hardly any literary records can be found but9 most likely. 

this crude equality would have been reflected. 

1 K. Marx and F. Engels , !1anifesto of Communist Party, (Moscow: Progress Publishers , 
1952) , p. 20. 
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The next formations are class divick!d ones ~ namely ~ Slavery~ 

Feudalism and Capitalism. In these formations we find that lite,rary 

activity focuses on the upper classes : the aristocracy. feudal lords 

and the elite; in other words~ on the owners of the means of production. 

Literary formations~ to begin with ~ were reflecting society. Later ~ 

however~ the focus began to turn towards the imagination. Thus 9 in romanti-

cism~ we find this alienation of mankind manifesting in an escapist 

tendency. IIArt for Artis Sake ll is the motto under which the artists 

claimed that there is no connection between the economic and literary forma-

tion. In the later stages of capitalism~ realism began to revive with 

a critical nature. Society with all its imperfections, even todaY9 is 

the major emphasis of literature. The major defect of this literary method 

is that no solution is given to the problems of society. 

Mankind today~ is in a transitional period where the antagonisms 

between classes are being removed. Socialism has produced a new type 

of man - socialist man!i and it is the duty of literature to depict this 

creative individua1 9 working towards communism. Due to this~ the major 

focus of this study will be on socialist realism which faithfully depicts 

the struggle of the lower classes. 

This study has mariy significant aims. The first major aim is to 

de~ve into the meaning of the concept of socialist realism. Some of the 

major questions would be like ~ what do we mean by socialist realism? ~~hat 

are the major features and points of emphasis? What is the difference 
, 

between socialist realism and its major counterpart critical realism? 

The main purpose thus s is to enable us to have a clear understanding of 

this complex concept. 
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Secondly~ works on socialist realism have always been scattered 

among various articles , books and j ourna ls. One of the major tasks of 

this study will be to synthesi ze the articles thus enabling readers to 

use this work as a point of reference on matters pertaining to soci~lis t 

realism. 

Socialist societies are producing a new man which is being depicted 

in literature. Thus it is the duty of a writer to depict his reality. 

When we come to the J\frican writer in particular who is in a society? which 

is in transition~his obligation increases. It is within a transition 

period that the foundations of socialism are laid and also it is a period 

where the coming of socialism can be quic kened. The African writer should~ 

therefore g show the r\~oblems of society and suggest certain solutions lead~ 

ing to the advent of Socialism. 

Various methods will be used in this study~ the first of which will 

be reviewing the literature on socialist realism. I will attempt to trace 

through the ori gi n, . . i and gradual development of thi s method and attempt 

to deal in depth with various definitions . Al ong with this 9 the similarities 

and differences between socialist realism and critical realism will be 

discussed. Special emphasis will be given to major features~ of socialist 

realism:; like revolutionary romanticisin g humanism ~ commitment and various 

other features. The purpose 9 as aforementioned ~ is to have a better under

standing of socialist realism. 

As the African novel has not developed much along the socialist 

realist trend 9 my next phase is to give a content analysis with major 

emphasis on the themes and characters of a set of African novels. I have 
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divided Africa; according to its geographical condition, that is North~ 

South~ East ~ West and Central Africa and tried~ through these representative 

novels» to give a general picture of what the African novel is like today. 

Due to the wide nature of African literature I would like to point out 

that I am dealing with the novel in particular. 

Finally~ using Ngugi Wa Thiongo» and especially Devil on the Cross 2 

as a central point~ an attempt will be made to draw certain tentative 

implications that socialist realism has for the African writer. 



CHAPTER OI'iE 

REVIEW OF SOCIALIST REAL IS~ 

.L.J. lJefinitions o f Soc ialist Realism 

Many Socialist critics have always refrained from giving a precise 

definition of Socialist realism. For some~ it is a lack of complete £.r3s~ 

or understanding of the concept , while for others. it is fear. The f~ar 

is based on the fact that~ by defining this concept i one will be restricting 

or narrowing dm'ln its scope. This belief that giving a definition circumscribes 

the meaning of a concept can be traced to Spinoza who says IIEvery definition 

is a limitation ". 2 Alongside this belief is the fear that defining a 

concept makes it dogmatic. This same fe~ lin9 can be traced in Rene Wellek~ 

who feels that every definition is a IIperiod concept ll3 that will II run 

its course ll4 in due time. 

This is a false assertion~ however ~ Decause socialist realism in 

its very nature is dynamic. As one crit'ic put it. socialist realism makes 

amends for everything that is ne\\'. In other words . as socialist realism 

is based on a Marxist ideologY9 which in turn . is based on a relationship 

basis ~ it is in no fear of becoming dogmatic. 

All this explanation does not mean that no definitions of socialist 

realism exist; ~~ fact i there are plenty. I will start with the less 

developed definitions 9 and as we progress . present the more profound ones. 

2 A. Overchenko. Socialist Realism and the Modern Literary Process (Moscow: Progress 
Publishers., 1978), p. 328. 

~ Rene Wellek as quoted by F:ikre Tolo~sa, Realism and Amharic Literature (Bremen: 
University of Bremen, 1982) f .:·.p.:;' .. 19;:· ~" .:' .. : .:~.. . , .... . , " ',: " .:" !<.i . ' 

4 Ibid. 

5 
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To begin with 3 let us have a look at Stalin's personal point of 

view regarding socialist realism. He says : "j\n artist should first of 

all show our life truthfully. If he complies with the task he will not 

faii to single out the factors \'lhich lead to socialism. This I lItou1d 
"-call socialist art~ socialist realism. lI
::! This view presented by Stalin 

is very broad because socialist art does not mean socialist realism. 

Socialist art is a broader category in which almost every socialist tendency 

in art is put. Socialist realism ~ on the other hand g is one artistic 

method used by the ma j ority of the peopl e in the Soviet Union today. 

Zhadanov introduces a very controversie' issue regarding art and 

til; sis ideo logy i if art. 

. .. the truthfuLness and historicaL concretness 
of the artistic portrayaL ahouLd be combined 
with the ideoLogicaL remouLding and education 
of the toiUng people in the spirit of sociaLism. 
This method of belles Letters and Literary 
criticism is what l.Je caU the method of soc'iaUst 
reaUsm. 6 

Th~ definition stands for an introduction of ideology in art which is 

acceptable because the two cannot be seen separately. Zhadanov g however~ 

st~sses the ideology to the extent that the artist!s subjective vie~ is 

neglected. This~ however. is not what socialist realism advocates. 

Socialist realism includes the artist's creative ability but it should 

not be the sole aim of literature. In other words s literature should 

not only ~e personal but also social. 

5 
A Ovcharenko, 284. 

6 H.G. Scott, ed. The Debate on Socialist Realism anc. l-ioc1ernism (London: Lawrence 
?nd Wishart Ltd., 1977), p. 21. 
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Radek's definition is a little bit better but not so comprehensive 

as those of Gorky~ Sholokov or Lenin. For Radek: 

Realism does not mean the embelZishment or 
arbitrary selection of revolutionary phenomena~ 
it means reflecting reality as it is) in all 
its complexitY3 in all its contrietY3 and not 
only capitalist reality~ but also that other 
reality~ the reality of socialism ... and a work 
of art created by a socialist realist is one 
which the a:r.·tist has seen in tif2- and reflected in 
his work.? 

Radek's definition differs slightly from the previous ones because 

he deals with both the socialist and capitalist reality. It is also implied 

that the future must be 2J<amined. This idea of depecting the future 

.is strengthed by the Writers Union where socialist real~sm is seen as 

, 1I ••• the historical concrete reproduction of reality in its revolutionary 

development with the purpos~ of ideological reformation of workers in 

the spirit of socialism~8 
Vaughan, in his research on socialist realism~ elaborates this 

definition even further: 

It embraces a number of questions: the evolution 
of art - the organic reZationship between the art 
of the past and the art of the present and future; 
the cZass nature of art .- its objective reflection 
of social relations; and the functions of art in 
society - the obligations of the artist in society 
in which he workss, and hence the relationship 
between the artist and the poUtician. Moreover3 
it considers the didactic potential of art ... 9 

This more thorough definition pOints out certain concepts like 

partisanship, romanticism and the relation between politics and literature. 

2 eol. 

7 Ib" 157 ~., p. 

8 As quoted by Fikre Tolossa, p. 10. 

9 C. Vaughan James, Soviet Socialist Realism:Origins and Tbeory 
Ltd.; '1973). P. 1. 

{London: MacMillan 
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These will be discussed later on in the paper , as these are all character~ 

istics of socialist realism. 

To come tc liThe father of socialist realism ~ Gorkys we see that he 

gives a general overall picture of socialist realism: 

SociaList realism asserts life as ac~~on~ as cre.ative 
endeavour the aim of which is to constantly develop 
the finest individual abilities of man for his triwrrph 
over the forces of nature3 for his health and longevity~ 
for the great happiness of living on this earth which 
he wants to cuZtivate3 in conformity with his constantly 
growing requirements~ and make of it a beautiful home 
for mankind3 united into one big family. 10 

Up to the 1934 congress ~ these were the major definitions that were 

given by major critics and scholars. Later~ however ~ the definition was 

touched upon by Sholokov in his Nobel speech at Stockholm . 

... Socialist realism is the art of truth of Ufe" 
comprehended and interpreted by the artist from the 
point of view of devotion to the Leninist party 
principles . .• it seems to me that any art that 
actively assists men to build a new world is 
socialist realist art. 11 

In another extract he says ~ 

As I see it3 the true alJante··gal?de consists of 
those artists who disclose in their work the 
new content distinguishing features of our age ..• 
I am speaking of that realism which ca:r'ries within 
i t the ideal of a renewal of life3 to transform it 
jor the good of the human race : the rec.lism which 
we caU socialist . It ·is unique in that it expresses 
an outlook accepting neither a PU1?ely meditative 

10 Vladimir Scherbina, Lenin and Problems of Literature (¥oscow: P=ogress Publishers, 
1974); p. 114. 

11 "" P ~. arkhomenko and A. Myasnikov, ed. SOCialist Realism in Literature and Art (Moscow: 
Progress Publishers, 1971) p. 85. 
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approach no]:' an escape from reality but; caUs us 
to fight for human prolJress which will enal?lc us 
to achieve aims that are dear to the hearts of 
miUions and light their way in the struggle. 12 

~~ can go on listing more tiefinitions of socialist realism~ but 

for our purpose ;> this ~l}ill suffice. From tht:se definitions j we can deduce 

that socialist realism covers much ground. To sum it UP I it includes 

the role of art in the struggle for commUniS!fl. Partisanship is another 

characteristic of socialist realism. This means commitm' __ i'lt to the ;·iarxist 

Leninist principles and the party~ the party re presenting the people in 

the historical process of the past. present and future. When we think of 

revolutionary romanticism we must keep in mind its strong correspondence 

with reality as opposed to the previous romanticism based on mare fantasy 

and imagination. 

To conclude~ I would like to give Lenin's definition regarding an 

artist and his method: 

;; 

12 

nAn artist bl'ooking no compromises in depicting the 
life of the people awakened to conscious historical 
cl'eation:; an artist who shows YI the pains of the birth 
of the neUJ man in the heart of the man in the old cast":) 
an artist seizing life broadly in its historical movement~ 
in the whirl of shattering ctzanges3 and not depriv-ing 
mankind of real hope:; an ai,tist able to show:} in the 
j'attJs of individuaZ.s~ the fate of a people seized by 
the furious desire to OVertulrn the world, an artist 
who sees the world with aU the eyes of the active 
pal>ticipants of the social-;:'s ·t revolution;; seeing in 
these participants the beauty of mankind; an artist 
achieving in aU this or .> rather:) aehieving thanks 
to all this:; a marvellous realism - such an artist is 
indeed the genuine socialist realist. The method of 
such artists we caU the method of socialist realism, 13 

M. Khrapchenko, The Writer's Crative Individuality and the Development of Literature 
(Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1977) p. 188. 

13 Lenin as quoted by A. Ovcharenko p. 134. 
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1. 2 Reali sm 

Socialist realism and critical realism both have their origin 

in realism. Its predecessor romanticism was greatly involved in the 

ideal and the beautiful. Romantic writers were dissatisfied with life 

because they found it meaningl ess. These writers tried to create a 

world of their own in their literature. They are thus labelled escapists 

for their slogan was "Art for Art's Sake" instead of "Art for Life's 

Sake. II During the ramntic period, man was not the focus of attention; 

things like nature and beauty were given priority. Under realism, 

however, literature began to become more anthropocentric and to deal 

more with practical life. Man had to be depicted , his surroundings 

and way of life and romanticism could not meet t his demand. Gradually , 

romanticism began to fade and give way to realism. 

When we cometo critical and socialist r~alism under realism, 

we find that their roots are pri marily realistic. The differences, 

however, come out in concepts like partisanship , and romanticism. To 

understand these two branches in realism I would first like to deal 

with realism. Rene Wellek defines realism as one that: 

14 

p. 241. 

If •• • rejects the fantastic~ t he fairy tale - Uke 
t he allegorical and the symbolicJ the highly stylized~ 
the purely abstract and decorative. It means that 
we want no myth~ no Maerchen~ no world of dreams. 
I t impUes also rej ecti on of the improbable:; of 
pure chance:. and of extrao~dinary events~ since 
reality is obviously conceived at that time~ inspite 
of alL local ipersonaL differences as the orderly 
world of nineteenth- century science~ a world of 
cau.se and effect:; a wOl'ld lL1ithout mi racle without 
t ranl:icendence even i f t he ii,tdividuaL may haw pl'eserved 
a pe2'so1'laL rdigious faith. The t erm 'reaUt;j 1 

is aLso a "t ,:;!'m or i nclusi on ,' t he ugly~ revo7,ting~ the 
Law are l egitimate SUb j 3ctJ 0/ c rt . ,-. Paeoo ;subjects 
such as se::; ar.d dying ( Love und death lJere aLwaJs aUowed) 
are HOW admitted -int o art. "14 

Rene We11eK, Concepts of Literature (London: Yal e universit y Press, 1963), 
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Realism can be traced all the way back to Aristotle and his concept 

of IImimesis," the lIidea of imitation". Later 9 this imitation led to an 

abstraction and the human element was gradually left out; trends such 

as naturalism. classicism and modernism can be taken as examples. 

When we come to critical and socialist realism g we find that there 

are certain ties with the Hegelian heritage. As pointed out by George 

Bisztray, it goes to show that one of the basic concepts of Hegelian 

aesthetics is that " .•. great literature represents reality as a process,II15 

and this is one of the arguments of socialist realism. This is elaborated 

further by pointing out that humanism is also another Hegelian element: 

"At the center of this process is man in all three stages of artistic 

communication: as creator, hero and leader. u16 The interdependence of 

literature and philosophy is also a major feature. Hans Mayer points 

out that " ... the question of realism is not independent of general I 

philosophical problans ••• II 17 Yet ilnother component of Hegelian heritage. 

~~ithin realism, we find major concepts that are also found both 

in critical and socialist realism. Bisztray says that " ••• didactism appears 

1 1 1 · k d t th t" 'I · 1118 . t 11 1 h f 1 t t l t c ose y 1n e 0 e concep OT rea 1sm JU S as nege i woe ~a 

we always have to learn from great literature. 

15 George Bisztray, Harxist Models of Literary Realism. (New York: Colombia University 
Press., 1978), p. 16. 

16 Ibid. 

17 Ibid., p. 18 

18 Ibid. p. 10 
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After examining realism? we come to ask what socialist realism is 

and what differences and similarities are there between socialist and 

critical realism. 

Critical realism is another name for bourgeois realism. Advocates 

of this realism greatly concentrate on the "is" instead of the "ought 

to be," The major driving force behind this movement is the passive 

recording of events. Literature is seen as merely d~scriptive~ that iss 

pointing out the "imperfections" of the world. Critical realism is commonly 

condemned for not giving solutions to the problems that plague mankind. 

In many instances~ critical realism overlaps with realism and both terms 

are sometimes said to by synonymous. 

1.3 Critical and Socialist Realism - Similarities and Differences 

Critical and socialist realism are two major trends u~der the heading 

of realism. Critical realism is advocated a great deal by GeorgeLucacs 9 

and he has his differences with socialist realism~ mostly represented 

by Gorky. 

According to Bisztray~ for Lukacs~ there is no difference between 

socialist realism and the linineteenth century bourgeois realism." the 

diference is only "terminological" he stated. He goes on to saY3 that 

previous realism was already predictive 9 so nothing new has been added. 

Gorky~ however~ strongly disagrees and says that this "new realism" was 

being born with i' ••• the dawn of the socialist order,,19 and is vastly 

different from the bourgeois realism. BisztraY3 goes on to show that 

19 B' t 101 lSZ ray, p. • 
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Lukacs wants to "emphasise the elements of preservation" 20 while Gorky 

is out for "abolition". When we examine the concept of abolition 9 we 

must keep in mind that Gorky means the destruction of lithe bourgeois elements" 

that still exist~ meaning the unwanted and bad. Abolition dOI~s not mean 

the destruction of evet'ything. In fact. it r''''ans the preservation of 

the good of the past upon which the present and future are based and built. 

Bisztray goes on to show the differ0nce of stress on the name j socialist 

realism. He says that for Lukacs ~ this concept is primarily "realist ll 

while for Gorky it is "socialist." Gorky justifies his stand in saying 

that Lukacsls is critical only to the extent that it " •... is needed for 

class strategy to show up the bourgeois errors in the struggle to render 

their rule stable. lI2l In accordance with this ~ socialist realism should 

be more realist to fight the "survivals of the old world" 22 and its "perni

cious influences."23 

Lukacs and Gorky also differ over the word commi tment. Gorky feels 

th.atcommitment is one of the major attributes of socialist realism. Lukacs 9 

on the other hand 9 thinks it is the least important. Regarding politics 

and commitment Lukacs vias on par with Antonio Gramsci, who felt that 

"an ideologically correct reflection of life was no substitute for aesthetic 

values."24 To the same effect Mao also believed that " ... art is a more 

concentrated 9 qualitatively richer, representa tion of life than any biased 

social propaganda, and that the latter cannot substitute for genuine art." 25 

20 Ibid. 

21 Ibid., p. 74 

22 Ibid. 

23 ~. 
24-

Ibid •• p. 106 

25 Bisztray, p. 106 
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Brecht~ however 9 was on the sid2 of Gorky and felt that "Class conscious 
\ 

... . 1126 wr1t1ng 1S more 5uper10r. 

Critical rea1ism 9 in its time~ was very progressive 9 keeping up 

wi th the vogue of the day and try; ng to exp 1 a -j n and solve the problems 

surrounding man. Gradual1Y9 however 9 this progressive tendency gave way 

to the retrogressive tendency that it has today. Regarding this 

Lunachaisky stat~s as follows: 

At first it was progressive realism. The bourgeois 
satirists made fun of the uppel' classes3 defended the 
bourgeois "virtues" and presented the boupgeois ideology 
in ringing vivid fOPms 3 attempting to make it the 
ideology of the oppressed masses following in its 
wake . But this youthful pe2~od passed. Realists of 
another SQ.2~t appeared. These simp ly oriented themse lVeB 
on the environment:) mereZ-u drawing pictures of reality. 
But their pictures were meaningful even though the 
great representatives of the seeond stage of realiBm 
(for instanee; Balzac or D-iakens) had no precise idea 
of whether to lead socie~y or wl~t aims to set before 
it. They eould not distinguish clearly where their 
real ene~~ lay and even ware not quite certain in whose 
name they were in fact writing. Then we can distinguish 
a third stage When the petty bourgeois begins to be moan 
realitY3 which it finds disgusting. The foul and 
impoverished state of society casts shadolli even on 
Nature and on the Universe itse lf3 and pessimistic 
realism appears . (127 

Khrapchenko also tries to elaborate on the differences between socialist 

and critical realism. He says that there are many characteristics that 

are common in both. We find "echoes of the contemporary mass popular 

movement ll28 with the II rene\va 1 of men on cOi11pletely new social bases" 29 and 

26 Ibid., p. 107 

27 Parkhomenko ~~d A. Myasinkov , ed. pp. 56-57. 

28 Mikhrapchenko, p. 189. 
29 ~·bid. 
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the "L~~ui1ding of society".30 Remarking on critical realism, the author 

says that it is " ... a study of the increasing imperfections of the world". 31 

This is not its only deficiency when compared with socialist realism. 

Especially regarding the future of man Kh rapchen ko says that critical 

realism and the rest " ... stop short at simple faith in the power of 

good and humanity ~ trusting if not to reason t then to some combination 

of spontaneous desires and feelings, which will supposedly help to overcome 

the faulty in the acquisitive society.,,32 

Critical realism has been condemned for its passive nature. As 

one critic put it, a mere recording of events around man means, a blind 

acceptance of the reality as it is. Socialist realism, on the other 

han~ is out to change and rebuil d society thus making it a different 

type of realism , one of action and dynamism. 

Previously it was felt that critical realism was seen to have 

an assertive or more superior role thus giving it "pride of place" when 

compared to socialist realism. 

Later, however , this claim was seen to be false because socialist 

realism is seen to " ... weld together 9 the assertive , critical and analytical 

principles, with the result that an excessive stress on anyone of them 

cripples the method." 33 

To conclude ~ socialist rea lism and critical realism ~ though they 

have much in common and both depend on or are incorporated in realism, 

are two very different methods. To some like Lukacs, the differences 

may only be terminological, but when seen in depth, it is clear that 

critical realism is an outdated mode of criticism and should give way 

to its contemporary socialist realism. 

30 Ibid. 
3LIbid • 

32 Ibid. 
33-

M. Parkhomenko and A Myas1nkov , p. 17 . 
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1.4 The Major Characteristics of Socialist Realism 

Before we go into the major characteristics of Socialist realism ~ 

it will be worthwhile discussing the history of socialist realism briefly. 

Socialist realism, a modern phenomena in literature, dates back 

to the 1920's and 1930's. It was finally institutionalized in 1934 

and used as the means of literary expression in the Soviet literature~ 

the only socialist country then. In thl-:! 1930's and even today socialist 

realism has been looked down upon, especially among Western critics. 

The main reason for this, is that Western societies are class divided 

ones and socialist realism advocates the needs of the lowest class. 

Thus, it is not a favourite with Western Literary critics of Literature. 

Most Western critics have considered it as a mere political tool that 

does not take the aesthetic element into account. This is not true 

because, though there is a strong commitment to the principles of 

~arxism, this does not mean that the aesthetic element can be overlooked. 

Without aesthetics we cannot have literature and as socialist realism 

includes aethetics it cannot be used as a Illere political tool. For 

the proponents of socialist realism, this method has always stood as 

" ... the reflection in the arts of the battle for the creation of a 

socialist state.1I3~ 

The opponents, on the other hand, advocate that socialist realism 

is something that was " ..• forced on unwilling artists in the early 

thirties by the creation of the artistic union."35 This is not actually true; 

rather, writers were forced by their own conscience into realizing that 

34 C.V. James, P.X 
35 Ibid. 
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criti ca 'l real ism coul d not portray a soci ali st reality. Thus they turned 

to socialist realism. It is true that during the early stages of this 

literary method the use of other methods \'1as discouraged and the socialist 

realist method emphasized. This can be seen in Zhadhanovls inaugural 

speech at the Writers Uni on in 1934. He says : "Our 1 iterature i s "~he 

youngest of all literatures of all peoples and countries. And at the 

same time it is the richest in ideas~ the most advanced and the most 

revolutionary literature. 1I36 This implies that as this is the best method 

, it is cXp'8cted to be used. 

Under the major characteristics of socialist realism j we have Narodnost 9 

Klassovost and Partiinost. These three elements cannot be seen apart 

from socialist realism as they constitute the core of this method. 

1.4.1 Narodnost'?eople-ness) 

Narodnost is one of the major features of socialist realis~ according 

to C.V. James 9 the literal meaning of th~ word is people-ness. 

For the last .f0W centuries or so~ art has been exclusivelYj as 

Lenin said, for lithe upper ten thousand". The elite of society has always 

enjoyed this privilege 9 while the majority of the people have been restricted 

to their oral literature. The tern Narodnost 9 therefore 9 implies an 

attempt to give the majority of the people a chance to be exposed to 

what they were deni~d previously. ';oc; (l l; :.;t r '= J,lisP.1 st .=: nc:s pn thi2 s4d(; of 

the people. As Lenin said II ••• should we serV2 exquisite cake to a small 

minority while the worker and peasant masses are in need of black bread?"37 

36 H.G Scott, p. 17. 
37 , M. Parkhomenko and A. Myaslnkov, p. 28 . 
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8y Narodnost we mean the "relationship between art and the masses" 38 

What should be done to give the majority of the people the opportunity 

to share our cultural heritage? This same question can be traced in 

the thinking of Hegel who felt that II~rt does not exist for a small exclusive 

circle a restricted group of highly educated men; it exists entirely 

for the whole people. u39 We have two methods of popularizing art among 

the people: The Schillerian and the Leninist pOints of view. 

According to the Schillerian approach the attempt is to " ••. elevate 

mankind as a whole" 40 to the level of the upper classes so that they 

could appreciate literature. This idealistic approach has no clear-cut 

methods of how it is to be done. Furthermore~ it is criticized for being 

" .•. far removed from reality"41 As this takes some time. literature 

will suffer and it is also too ambitious to take all mankind at once, 

to a high level. 

According to Lenin's approach~ art should come to the level of 

the common man and help to bring him up. Even more~ art should not only 

be "intelligible to the masses s it must spring from them. 1J42 By this 

is meant that as literature. serves its class s it reflects the interests 

of that particular class. Gradua11y. as the artists point and guide 

the people into the future literature will bring society up to a higher 

level. As Lenin said: 

38 CoV. James P. 1 
39 Ibid. p. 5 
40 -c' - , . ", 

.V. James, p. ' 5. 
41 Ibid. 

42 Lenin as quoted by C.V. Jrunes, p. 8. 
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", 0 .art: muct: have i.te deepee t »oote in the very
depths of the broad maeeec of the iaorkere, It
tauet: hi? understood by those masses and loved by, them,
Fe must unite the [eel.inqe, bhouqhbe and win of the
maeeee and raise them up . It must arouse the arti,st3
amonq them and deue "lop them. il43

This~ however~ does not mean that the level of art should deteriorateg

on the contrary it is strengthened because it slogans the feelings and
aspf rat.icns of the ;nc.:j()rit~/, ins tead of Vn ,wlnority, Lr:nin olainlv out. ..,;

it as fa 11O~JS:

/;, , 0 serving the peopl-e 0 , 0 0 did. not by any means imp"ly
adopting oneeal j to backuardnece; on the oonbrairf ,
it impl-ied Spil"ituaZZy eni-icirinq the maeeee, raising
their cu"ltura"l "leve"l and clevc"loping their sociaUst
mential.i. ty 1,'45

1.4.2 Klassovost (class-nes~)

Kl assovos t 1;> dlGth'lr COiilro;;vil't 0-(' soc i.il ist r ie l tsm. It refers
to th.. class cnaracter thill art h~'!:::; and l1S art rC'pros';r:ts? per t tcul ar

with r.arx ist Phi1osuph,y :IAl1 :rt is c lass art" . ':,,1:, river class antacontsns

exist , they are rdLdcd in art". 4G

society ~~efind thl<t there dr<' two cui turss . one (;f t~h? expl oiter and
another 0,\:0 the exp l oite d , Ot}f to "tili s ~ i:1ny ';;I'i'i;::;r '.'d 11 v.l :.~;ay~be inf 1u'?nc:::G

;)y his part tcu lar class une; '~h8 economic '}E.:',Jits as well <is his social
re Iat ions ~,;it!l that class.

43 Ibid'i p, 6
4<'-' ['I. Khrapchonko , p. 169.
45

LenIn as quoted"by 'Vladimir Schcrtn.na , ;>0 Ill.
!i6 .C. V .s allies ,7 p, 11.



i~ l assovost tri 2S to ;:lui nt t)u t t:la t "L h2r2 i - t~;i s c1 l1SS nature ; Ii 

realisM the ~riter sU Gports th2 ~orkin~ cl asr. As socialist realis~ 

a cla~s ori ent~o lit2ra~ur~. ~~us ~Q k in g Kl assovost O~~ of the pillars 

of this m2thoQ. 

1 ~A . 3 Part; .i i l..o_~t( Pan.)'~ fl c SS) 

t\rICitilef very i r.1portant as :Ect of soc'i ali ~ t r.~al;sm ;s the conc:::pt 

sc can ed freeJOI.i cdt:~::or./ . R2fjd r<1in s t:.i s: L.::; nin hus shown how class 

:Z7 _ 
1\. Zis, FouTIcio.tions of h&rxist Af,sthetics (tics;::"';" ?!'ogress Publishers, 1977) 

p. 286. 
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PIS Lenin said "Literature f!IUSt becov!e pa rt of the common cause of the 
4(" 

proletariut" u set~vin ~: the people and construct ing a ne\'i society. Partisi:!nship 

in lite ratur 1n2ans : 
H ••• the highest form of dedication to the peopLe;) 
the fuUest e~t)1?ession of the militant strength 
or the prog.Y'eswi.,ve · minded writ ers" convicti on!) 
who cJonsciousZy and GrenZ!} devote their' taLent 
to the people and th9 cause of socialism il49 

Partisdnship ultimately leads tG truth , the corn~ rstone of realisms 

and one of the maj~r components of socialist rea lism. ~s expressed 

by l~ le xil nd0r Tvar dov sky : 

Ufe litiU lose its whole meaning 
Do you know without what? 
Tl?Uth that makes the life worth living!) 
Truth that goes to the heart ! 
Truth and only truth for rna:. 
Bitter as it wants to Dc , 50 

Partisanship 9 according to G;.:: linsky , helps one to sl"!e through tht:? " .•. 

dimmed glasses of parti a 1 ity an <.' bi as,,51 ~hdt hi nders one in achievi n9 

ultimate truth. Alexande r Pope)110\:!eVe r ~ has ah"iays la iJell ed partisanship 

as oni;: of th>2 fo ur bad aspects that ;lin0.er i mpartially in criticism. dler0 

is no doub'.: thdt par t isanshi p is very i mpot~ tc.:n t in any work of literJtu re. 

Writers and all oV'i€:r people of ar t cannot stand O~ the si de and comment 

on other peoples ' 'mistakes~ We are buil d i i'l~! a nt:'."l soci~ty and it is 

our duty to st.c ~d for our class that is l:!orki n9 t m'larcis equality of 

all mankind . 

4SI,enin as quoted by Zelinsky Korn01Yr Soviet Literaturc! Probl~ms and People (Moscow 
l:'rogres.fui:'ubUsher-s , 19"10) , p . 381. 

Vladir.lir Sch.:::rbino, p. 97 . 

50 t-I. Parkhclilenko and 1,. t1yasinkov, p . 165 . 

51 Ibid. , p. 135 
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Le:1 in el a ~ordtes further ~ uy poi llt i n~ out that the ujJ{J:.:r hand 

II • • I • ,.52 t h . t' is attai ned t hrough t hi s ... CO r! SC10US ) COG"'11 t % serVlces ' i at fie 

author rend~ rs scci et Yl thus he l p i n~ t he wor ki ns cl ~ ss i n the political 

strugg" >'. Thi s li::a(s t o t he ,:or,cl usion tha-c t he esse,lC'''! of partisdns hi p 

is as pointed out by Lenin lithe open ft ll egiance of art t o the cause 

of t il ;.:? \'Iorking class. 1I 53 

Freedom 

The conc~pt of freedom has ~eell t he uost controversial issue . 

As described 0)' Jurgen Ruhl e . d \4est GE:rman SU\i ; ,,! tolog ;st ~ party organi zation 

and pdrt,;' literature is nothin :: other t :lz:.n:l " . . . ;na nifcstation for the 

ensl avei:lent of 'literGttu r~ t hrough politi cs ll and ccmmitment i s descri bed 

54 as II shac~8s forci b l y thrust upon artists" This view is , at best misleadi ng. 

Literature without po litics is itsel f a political stand because literature 

amI politics are inse parable. hany i~e stern crit ics claim that their 

literature is free f rom politics but thi s is no t actually true . The 

escap ist ten(~i! nci e s themselves give the i mr.' r~ss i on that SOIJErnments and re~J imes 

are i nvinci bl e. Til;s is a politi cdl stilnli . As L~ r. in argued 1I • •• one cannot 
. ,55 live in 'a society and be f ree f rom :;oC10.t . .l .,1 iJ. socialist soci ety is !lOt 

a mere acci den t al ;1henome non ; ',!e hav,= t o buil d it , and to )uil d it consciousl ~/~ 

:If:: ileeG cOirJIn i t alen t. 

52 h. Par kornenkc and A. Hyas i nkov, p . 137. 

53 Leni n as yuot0d by C.V. J ames , p. 13. 
54 , ~ , 278 

i\. "lS, p. • 
55 Ibi d., p. 289. 
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Different Soviet writers have different attitudes towards freedom. 

Konstantin Fedin be lieves ~ t hat the ~';'1 function of literature is to 

serve society and as long as this is abided by he feels he is free. 

j'1ayakovsky rnakes a distinction between the moral and material aspects 

of life. He says that he is materialistically independent ~ dependent 

on no one for his income, but morally he belongs to the revoiutionary 

movement. In one of his poems, he specifically shows how he depends on 

the party for his moral obligation and tas k. 

Let Gosplan (state planning committee) 

debating from dusk to daw~~ 
my yearly assignment set 
and let the people's comrnissar 
the thought of the times direct . 56 

The best explanation, regarding freedom ~ \>las given by the Nobel 

Prize winner Sholokhov , in 1954, at the 2nd Writers Congress. He said: 

"Our furious enemies in other countries say that 
we Soviet writers write according to the dictates 

of the party . But the fact of the matter is a 
little different. Each of us lJ)rite according to the 
dictates of his heart~ but aLL our hearts belong to 
the party and to the people whom we serve with our 
ar t . "5? 

Partisanship thus goes hand in hand with frnedom, and with ' parti~anship 

alone ~ can any writer serve the people , as service to the people should 

b2 our aim. As Lenin said 11 ••• to serve the interest of the masses, thf 

millions and tens of millions of working people - the flower of the country , 

its strength and its future. 1I58 

56 Zelinsky, p. 61. 
57 C.V. James, p. 14. 
58 

V.I. Lenin, Collected Works (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1972), pp. 48- 49. 
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1.4.4 ~omant ici3m (The t~ird reali t~) 

Romantic-is)., or tMt:? neli; revoluti c:rtary ro,-;,ont ici srii , is another of ~he 

COPlpoYl '.?nts of socialist l~edlisP1. PIS '.unachr.::.:> k.v p.ut it ~ socialist rea lism 

cannot be concei va( wi thout rODant ici sm as it is pa rt and parcel of it. 

This concept was elaborated ant: t: x:)laine{ 0y Le ni !1~ ~/ho in turn ~ 

based ~l is assufT,ptions on the thin O'ing of Disarev. Pisar~~v f~1t that this 

new phenomenons meaning roma nticism~ ~ou l J l'sunport J and strengthen the 
50 , 

8ne rClY of the workirv; man.".) Some ambiguity ~ however, arises as to th~ 

difference bet~pen the new romanticisn and th~ previ ·)us ramanticis~ of 

th2 last century. 

Go ri<y's initial ex~lanatio fl was thdt thE bOLlr~ ~3:.) is romanticism "aro .5t> 

"r from i:I dissatis fclc tio rt ''lith life" vu thus tlirning n •• • for an unattainable 
1:1 

drealll. IIU1 He goes on t o say that t:"1 ;~Y consoL~~J .. thei:lS ,~1v.0·s in the r2dlm 

f ' t ,,62 a ~edU y throu ~h mystic religious t1hstrd ·~"'.:ian. The ne~ roma nticism 

has a different bas is s and has a ~or~ posi t ive ou tlook. According to Pisarev 

the new romanticism is only acce~tdble i f : 

•• , the dreariler reaLly beZieve8 in his vision;) 
Zook[J closely at l'eaZity and then compares his 
ODS eY'"'Jations ltJ'i th h'is casHes in tht?- air and 1Jorks 
conscientiously to tul"n his fantas"if into fact. 
linen there is a iJoint of contact Dewcen dream 
and lire;) then i3°;)eY'Ythi;~g is for the blJst . 63 

So the di ffe rence li es in t~at t h~ new romanticism's roots are found 

in actual reality, The old rorilan ticis r",~ on th~ other ha nd ~ is based or 

59 C V ·" 0 ' 5 , • uili,les, p. ,(. • 

60 i>1 . Park..'lomenk:o ann A. l-lyasLlikov, p. 58. 

61 IbiC.. 

62 Ibid. 
63--

C.V. James, p. 25. 
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fantasj and wh i ms of the imdgination. Aftpr all s talking about the future 

dOES not Eia:'e us i ciea l~stic because as ;joise Kagan sai d 1I ••• tof:1orrov-: grows 

64 out o · tuday.1I So there is def initely ~ link between t ' e present and 

the future. 

,ie mi ght not umierstan rl [lOW an abs t ract concept 1 i ke: revo 1 utionar~ 

romanticism re l atE:s to socialist reclism thJT is ~'Js :;:d (In reality. Geor()~ 

Bisztray turns to two philosophers of scienc~D He rbert Fiegl an~ John G. 

Kemeny . for his ans~,~e r. Fiegl SayS t:i3t pred iction is part of science : 

" •.. predicti0n is closely related to Ge- cri~tion and explanation~ and as 

65 such belongs both to the functio li and to the definition of science. II 

~s socialism is dependen t on a sci ent ific basis and socialist rea lism 

on this ideologY 9 it follows that u soci al ist realism ' s romantic aspect 

is sci enti f ic dnd not based on individuals ' whims an~ imagination. 

Keneny 2xplains a littl e further by sa.\" i iig s II ~Je have facts whic:, 

WE' can start w; t fl ~ and f rom the theori • .:s and facts kno\!1i1 to us~ we deduce 

Thi 5 is as far as the sch~ntif·k ,~s pect goes:l :)ut it calinot 

be denied that romanticism has ;111 (~lernent of the ide::! l in it. 11m'l cail 

this be j llstified? As Pushkin said ~il; 1 2 goal of art is th(:! idt;al. lI67 

Socialist realism ; in turn ~ has to account for the aesth£ti: element as 

well; in this case~ the i deal. Revolutionary ,~0!'lanticism9 accorciing to 

sci ence :l has been prov~d to be connectt' (: .,' i til reality s thus ma::; n9 it a 

pdrt of socialist rea lis~. Our atte~pt shoul d be to reali ze our expectations 

of the fu ture with the help of romanticism thdt directs us in that irection. 

64 
M. ParkhOi:ienko i'~nd A. jo!aysinkov , p . 163. 

65 Bisztray, p. 57 . 

66 Ibid. 

67 Vladi~ir Scherbina, p. 145. 
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As !'iayakovsky said: 

'We i?e r'eaUsts too 
But not '2utninant catt l..J 
sticking in dO/>lesUcity. 
fie f i'e a U ,Liz the fi.d ure J 

aU in battle 
f01' eor17r;/1.A,nisr.l 
bl"i U ian t wi th r] lectroiai ty fiB 8 

1.4.5 Optimism or Pessiroism 

Connected wi th the idea of humani sr.i ar2 th :,;: concepts of optimi sm 

and pessimism. ~k: have previously said ;, that tm..;ards the latter stages 

of critical realism, rSd lisri took on a pessi rristic outlook towards life. 

By this it is mean t . that mankind was seen as a victim of circumstances. 

This is plainly attributed to the lack of explanation of the laws of history. 

{ian could not exp lain :lis $urroundings~ thus resorting to a fatalistic 

outlook of life. This was~ and still is . refl~cted in literature of the 

critical sort. ~an lac ked conf idence because he cuuld not understand life 

and this resulted in frustration. As Ralmo~t said in his poem: 

Help r:zc! Help me! in the S'l-I-ence of the ni:;ht I am alone 
All the world is my heart ' s b1J.rden~ but I bear it on rmj own. 69 

Due to the above reasons pessimism became dominant in literature and man 

1S S G~;': and prcsente :.' as a :;1orally and J)hysical'l y ~,;;·2ak creaturi} . 

i~hen we come to socialist r~alism V'I€ have an optimistic approach to 

the iluman condition in general. Fir'stly , as socialist realism is based 

or. i>larxtsm-Leninism~ it has a morc-:- positive outlook towards life . a.y Uris 

68 Ibid. , p. 58. 
69--

Khrapchenko, p. 167. 
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it is meant tha t , r,?al i ty is exp 1 a i:lcd ;, and 1 i -F:': is ''lO r.10re a mys ter} . 

The la ¥~s of his t ory are clearl y laH \Ju t foy' rna n~ and he can clearl y s(~e 

how he can i nf luence: and change his tory, thus s ivin ~: him ,in optimisti c 

and a conf ident ou tloo k towards li f2. 1';l i5 brings man Jut of his shell 

of pessimis~ and loneliness and shows h i ~ a bri ght future. R0sarding t~is . 

Gorky sdid 

. , , a sense of' hi storical optimi sm is inher·ent in 
the be f't charact ers of t he art and literature of 
soc'iaUst realism. They are imbued 1;)ith a desire, 
to make hist01'Y:; and are in/ac t making it. :l'hey 
Zook w)on the wOl' l d uith the cues of masters and L v 

builde2?8o' who have se;t t hei1Se lvefJ the aim of trans<~ 
forming the world l or the rtappiness 0/ man and of making 
the eal,th tithe beautiful haJJitat of mankind" united 
in one famUy . fl70 

Second ly ~ as Z(1a dhanov pointed uut " socialist realism is not opti nristic 

due to any ani l:lal instinct but since iI . .. it ic; the literatur2 of the rising 

class of the proletariat"71 It is fil1 2d with enthusiasm and the spirit 

of tl ~~ roic deeds. Due to thes c~ rt~ asons socialist realism is characteri :::c:<i 

by the presence: of or> timisti c heroes \Sf'H) g iv~ life to Ui'::: spiritual rebulding 

of rnan. 

Humanism 01d or New 

l)eforc~ rCCllisfil ca:l(: to the for~ in litera. ture~ D.nd romanticism was 

in vogue) there was creat stress on nature. of which naturalism can be 

tak8n as an exa~pl c . Apart from this ~ trends l i ~e mod2rnism dealt with 

ti,~ abstract ; iJpr(~ssions aiid E:' x pr2 s ~ ions .. ian was not the focus of litGrature 

and at times t ;i2 bare reulity \'1as presented. llhr:n we come to reai;sm ~ 

70 M. Parkhomenko and A. MaysnlKov. p. 12. 
71 H G 0 tt 20 •• veo p. • 



esp~cidlly critical and socialist rCcllism ~? find that literature beco~~s

In socialist real ism, we find Lid the focus ;..f l itcrature is

our se l vcs if it is the same sort of ;H.lbci;·lisl~· -I.:rlat is ~r~s2i'V'J in critical

apprcach to 1itere ture.

Under socialist rE:alism~ hU1:1aI'i sm is compleLly di ff,:>r2llt from the

humani su in crit i co.1 rea 1ism. i~s Gorky put it~ 11Th,;; word i'IM; rings proud. u72

!''ian is seen as someth i119 strong and beaut i f'<11" ready to fi qht for hi s di gnity.

The differ<.::nc(': bi2tvJeen the two h!.Hli~liistic anproaches , as po inted out by

Overchenko , iies c l ear ly in the ir out loor., For the prev ious bourqco i s
,. 73. .out l oox , man vas seen »s a 1!'(.rGI..b11n:';CY'eeturc" i)O':.f1ng to t:h.: so ca l Ied

des t iny of man and ready to accept .ihat ,TidY come, ;<j ~OP2 is seen h the

future of man~ who tries to ~scap~ frOM life t~rou0h ~rink a~J sex~ with

suicide as the end. Socialist rea l is», Oil til::,: other hand, is the "'.0

does not dethrone man, but as ~~<ointcd out by ::v;.rch?nko~ sees man as the
"If'

"crown of life,"/:) ~~hen we Sa~' man, accorci nq to ·':or::<:/s it does not Include

72 Khrapchenko , p, 400.
73 Overchenko, p, 11.
74 Khrapchenko, 190.
75 Overchenko, p. 11.
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One of the criticisms against critical realism is that it deals more 

\'1ith the ,Jrob1::ms of mar, dnd (lot with mimo 011 the contrary, socialist 

rea lism d(~als ;~:ore 'iJ ith ma n tilan his pro ~) l l~lils. iian is no mo re seen as 

d pitiabl e cr2ature bu t a f;]ake r of history and "master of his own fateo !l76/~s 

voiced by Lunachars ky and Gorky~ th l~ -functiol1 of literature is to enabl e 

man to "push humanity ahead and make p~opl~ bctter l stronger and wisero" 77 

As one critic put it a modern man makes "oo.changes in those ' circumstances' 

7r, 
tha t prevent the work; ng man from becom; ng i'liHi ~\l ith a capital i"lo II (. f,!ow 

~'1e are in d ne~J e ra~ the soci alist eras wh2re ,fiun is becoming nan with 

a capital iL H2 is ltm rking for his goal = a CO(:1f:'1un i st soci ety. and due 

to til; s , a nel'; man has entered the 1 i terary sec;; ;; > thus we need a nl=w 

literary method c2picting this man. 

76 
C.Vo James, po 97 . 

77 OVerchenko , po 290 
78 Ibido, po 31 0 



CriAPTE:~ TWO 

~~AJOR THE(iES DEALT ltH TH BY StLECTED AFR I CAN WR ITERS 

Africa~ due to its geogra ph ical lcc ~~i~~ and various historical 

backgrounds~ has come forward with a literature that has a rich variety 

of themes and approaches. Fo r convenience's sake , I have divided the 

continent into f ive major areas : South . North s Centra1~ Eastern and 

Western Africa 9 and have tried to show what the major themes ~, ._r~ within 

selected literary works froii1 these areas , The main aim is to show that 

African literature loo ks like today ~ as represented through the works 

of selected writers from the cited regions . In a way~ the works of 

these writers~ are considered representatives of the general literary 

works of their respective areas. Since I will be dealing with the works 

of Ng ugi · Wa Thiongo in Chapter three . I have excluded East African 

Literature from this chapter to avoid repetition. 

2.1 South African Literature 

In South African Literature 9 the dominant theme is t ha t of aparthei d. 

Unlike other African countries ~ South Afri ca has been exposed too » 

and still is at the mercy of white domination. Inclusive with this» 

the introduction of pass laws ~ th( establishment of 10cations 9 (meaning 

areas where people are forced to live in ) ~ and the segregated means 

of transport ~ education and social life ~ have made the South African 

situation uni que . 

30 
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The aim of the South African writer . ' so far ~ has been to expose 

the white government and to show what an ugly li fe the Afri can people 

are experiencing under this regime. Out of the numerous South African 

writers ~ Alex-La-Guma and Peter Abrahams stand within this category. 

As one crHic said , "They portray the situati on sensitively and let 

," t k f "t 1 f 11
79 spea or, se . 

When comparing the South African Writer with writers from west 

Afri ca jl 1 i ke Chi nua Achebe ~ or North Afri ca 9 1 i ke Nagu i b l>iahfouz ~ we fi nd 

a radical difference. Other writers have had the time to delve into the 

past and show the glory~ though at times a little exaggerated~ of our ancestors, 

or have been able to deal with the phantasies of the individual and with 

religion. The South African writer~ however jl has a duty of portraying 

the grim reality or racism and its negative effect on the South African 

people. Thus jl the concentration is more on the here and the now of life. 

Alex-La-Guma has three well known books, The Stone Country? In the 

Fog of the Seasons' End and A Walk in the il ight , the last book, being 

a collection of short stories. Peter Abrahams j on the other hand; being 

one of the first African writers, has contributed a greater number and 

variety of books as compared to Alex La -Guma. 

To begin with La-Guma's first novel In the Fog of the Seasons End, 

deals with the plight of the South African people and the struggle of 

the resistance . We see the underground ~ resistance, led by Beukes jl 

79 
Shatto Arthur Gakwandi, The Novel and Contemporary Experience in Africa (London: 

Heinemann Educational Books Ltd. , 1977), p. 8. 
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fight against the white government 9 and we also have the spreading of 

leaflets~ by progressive forces, against racism demanding equality and 

power in the government. For example one of the pamphlets says: 

... We bring a message . .. you k~ll wonder 
that men and women would risk long terms 
of imprisonment to bring you this message. 
What kind of people do these things? The 
answer is sirrrp le. They a1'e ordinary peop le 
who lvant freedom in this country . . .. From 
underground we launched ,the new fighting corps ..• 
sent youth abroad to train as peoples' soldiers:> 
technicians3 administratol's ... We will fight back ..• 
To men who are oppressed freedom means many 
things. , ..• Give us ba8~ our country to ruLe for 
ourselves as we choose. 

In this paragraph we see the people'~ great d~s;re for frepdom. Th~ unique 

aspect of this excerpt is that 'rIc find c1 df;;Hliilld for t:'qual power in their 

cOlAntry and not a mere portrayal of circumstances. Along with this~ ~'1hen 

the ilovel begins~ we read of the torture uf an ~~r;can~ a symbol of the 

oppressed peoples~ and this is the reply he give p when asked to co-operate 

with the white government. 

You have shot my people"when th.3Y have protested 
against unjust treatm~nt3 you have torn people 
j'l'om tho-ir homes~ -impl'isoned them,j not fOl' 
stealing 01" rrtUY'der3 but fOl1 not having your per
mission to live. Our C!hildron live in rags and 
die of hunger. And you want T!'Ie to co~·operate 
with you? It is impossible. Ycu are going to 
tortul'e me" maybe kill mo. But that is the only 
way you and your peopZe can rule us. You shoot 
and kill and tOi.,·ture because you cannot rule in 
any other way a peopZe who reJ'ect you. You are 
reaching the end oj' tho road and g'oing d01.Jnhi l L 
towards a ,,]Y'eat darkness. 81 

80 Alex-La-Guma, In the Fog of the Seasons' End (London: Heinemann Educational 
Books Ltd., 1972), p. 58. 

81 Ibid, pp. 5-6. 
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The novel also shows the humiliation uf the black people; Eli~s 

is made to pull dOl1n his trousers to have his age determined. irJhile 

working for the racist regim€~ men are made to live in barracks away from 

their wives~ who live in locations outside the city. This .all leads 

to frustration and demoralization. Regarding life g Elias says in disgust9 

"They have command of everything now; even the length of time one is ~ntitled 
8" to live in this world".' La-Guma g however. does not leave us in total 

disillusionment; he leaves us with the following flicker of hop~. 

Beukes stood by the side of the street in the ear~y 
morning and thought" they have gone to war in the name 
of a suffering peop~e, What the ene~1 himse~f has 
created~ these will beco7n2 battle-gr'ounds~ and what 
lue see now 1.:$ only the tip of an iceberg of resentment 
against an ignob~e reg-ima. And those who persist in 
hatred and humi~iation must prepare, Let them prepare 
hw'd and fast ~ they do not have long to wait. He 
stood there unti~ the van was out of sight and then 
tu.rned back to where the chi ~dren had gathered -in the 
sunlit yard. 83 

Peter i\~rahamls ~~ild Conquest appears~ like Achebe's Arrow of God 9 

to move away from the present and delve into the past. It is a historical 

nove l and the major theme is to sho~ the eventual disintegrdtion of the 

tribe and the emergence 0; the Boer societ~!, Abraham however~ has net 

deviated fdr from topical issues 9 as Michael Wade~ a critic, SdYS: 

82 

83 

Ab')?aham aims at an imag'&native interpretation 
of the t'e~ationship between past and pPGsent, 
In this way he is abZe to seG right and wrong 
on both sidl3s,9 and to assign reason.:; and causes 
f02~ the attitudtJs and prejudices which define race 
ralations in South Afrioa,84 

. Ibid. I p. 128 

Ibid., p. 180. 

84 Michael Wade, Peter Abrahams (London~ Evans Brothers Ltd, 1972). 
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The story is Wild Conquest revolves around a white family ~ the Kaspers 

and the Natabele tribe . The story begins with the Kasper family leaving 

its land and the black servants taking over. Johannes leader of the 

servants sees a bri ght future and says IIt4y people 9 now we can begi n. 

The valley is ours. 1I8S The Boers, however 9 consider this occassion 

a day to be avenged and leave , cursing. Later on Koos, a member of 

the Kasper family explains to Stefan 9 a small child: "They have stolen 

our home. Remember that 9 Stefan. They have stolen our home. 1I86 

In the second part of the novel "Bayete ll 
9 Abraham gives us a gl impse 

of the 1>'lzilikazi empire and its internal rivalry for power. The novel 

ends with the clash between the Boer and Matebele people 9 resulting 

in the defeat of the Africans by the Boers. Abraham thus ends his 

nove 1 wi th the fo 11 owi ng words. "Over the 1 and was the shado\,j of a 

new day • .,87 

Most of La-Guma's and Abraham's novels have this pervading pessemistic 

tone. The main reason for this is that the South African people face 

a reality filled with pain and misery. This pessimism is evident in 

A Walk in the Night to the extent that we are l ed to total disillusionment. 

The quotation from Hamlet shows us that man's life is a waste and man 

is born to die and be forgotten. 

1969) 

I am thy fathers spirit; 
Doomed for a certain t erm to walk the night, 
And for the day confined to fast in fires , 
TilZ the foul crimes done in my days of nature 
Are burnt and purged away. 88 

85 Pter Abrahams , Wild Conquest (London: Faber and Faber Limited, no date), p. 65 
86 Ibid, p. 78 

87 Ibid, p. 383 

88 Alex-La-Guma, A Walk in the Night (London: Heineman Educational Books Ltd. 
No. page number. 
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~Je see a s i mil a rity bebJeel1 A ~Ja 1 kin the ili i 9ht and Armah' s The 

8eautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born. In both i-iorks 'tie find nausea and dissatis-

faction with life ~ represented through the decay in society . In A Walk 

in the Night we see "A row of dustbins lined one side of the entrance 

and exhaled the smell of rotten fruit~ stale food» stagnant water and 

general deCay".89 Along with this we have a d~scription of a staircase 

which is very similar to thdt of Armah i n The i3~ autyful Ones Are Not 

Yet Born: 

The staircase was 'l,Jom, and b lackened3 the old 
oak banistel' loose and scal'l'ed. Naked bulbs 
wherevel' the light sockets were in working order 
cast a pallid glare over parts of the interior~ 
lighting up the big patches of damp mildewJ and 
the maps of denuded sections on the wans. 
Somewhere upstair's a radio was playing Latin
American music songs and maracas throbbing 
softLy thl?Ough the smells of ancient cooking:J 
urine~ damp-rot and stale tobacco. 90 

Not only the plight of the Black African is shown g but also that 

of the white South African is given. From the white characters we have 

Raalt g preoccupied with his famil ; problems and at the same time receiving 

bribes from the black community because his salar~' Ifl0 uld not suffice. 

The young~ ~"hite constable is also depicted \flith his unbiased attitude 

towards race rel ~ tions, which has made the white man indifferent towards 

his black brothers. For exapmle~ the young constable could not understand 

why Raalt left the dying Willie Boy, Q black crii:1 ina l~ to go and buy 

Cigarettes. We also have Dou'9hty~ the drunk Irishman ~ who is dissatisfied 

with 1 He. Duughty can be compd r;:;d to Daddy in l'~ i ne Boy; both fee 1 

that life has no meaning for them~ and are thus defeated individuals. 

89 Ib ' d 21 ~ ., p. • 
90 Ibid. , p . 23. 
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i/.ovi ng t o Abraham I s novel {'Ii ne Boy we fi nd the very sens iti ve 

issue of adjustment in society. l'lichael Wade sums it up by saying that 

i'iine Boy tries to 1i ••• d(7dl with thc: theme of urbanizdtion and the polarity 

between traditional rural existence and modern industrial town life. 91 

;~uma~ the protagonist ~ a young man from the countryside. simple 

and -Free from bias 9 is thrown into a class society with all its constraints. 

He tries to fight bdCk9 but is crushed 9 because he is a single individual. 

In a wa:/ 9 Abraham shows us that the individua-I has no identity and thus 

he is ur1db'l e to express his demands. ;~ i ch'ie l~~ade comments on this 

by saying the novel" ... suggests that depArsonalization and lack of individuality 

d 't' - h't b l'F Y2 are a con , l 10n ot non-w , e ur an " e. 

Through Xuma's relationship with other people we see the evils 

of apartheid. lilt: find Eliza tragically in love with things of the white 

man 9 which she is denied 9 because she is coloured. This makes her a 

misfit in a black society. Here frustration does not allow her to accept 

Xuma as a man; so when her craving eventuall .!' overCdme her~ she ran 

away. DaddY9, the brok~n spirited old man 9 who only finds relief in 

alcohol had tried to resist the challenges of life. but with all his 

great ambitions and desires; he is pulled to the ground. Through Daddy's 

death 9 Abraham again comments on the lack of identity of the South African. 

He says " .•. and Gaudy who was Francis Ndabula ~'1ould be forgotten. Only 

those of his own house would remember him. And even for them the memory 

1 d f . .. . . of' .. 93 wou grow alnt ;).no rnlsty. Ll.e'$ so ...• 

91 Wade, pp. 5-6. 

92 Ibid, p. 33. 
93 Ab' .... raharn, ["line Boy, p. 144. 
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Leah is another outstandiilg character and the very opposite to 

Daddy. She is nut yet ready to give in ) and is a symbol of a \'iomen 

trying to mEet th~ standards of society ~ sserting her rights. She is 

ready to fight for it. She says: 

. .. all. th8 time you are r[,ghting~ fighting3 fighting! 
when you are asleep and ~ you are awake. And you 
onlV look after youl·self. If you do not you are 
finis hed. If you are soft everyone -will. spit in 
your face. They wi II rob you and cheat you and 
batT'ay you. So to live here you must be hard. Hard 
as stone. And money id your best friend with money 
you can buV a policeman with money you can buy some
body to go to jail JOT' you. That is how it is Xuma. 
It mad be good it may be bad but there it is . And 
to live one "mat see it. 94 

Through Leah we see the illicit brewing and selling of liquor, the paying 
- . 

of bribes to the police to look the other way dnd g in general, the way 

of life among the poor people of South Africa. 

Paddy's healthy relationship with Xuma on the other hand, shows 

the new emerging class in South Africa. Paddy, though he has ce r tain 

iFieaknesses, tries to look over the col'Jur barrier and accept the blacks 

as men. He tries to firstly accept Xuma as a man and secondly as a 

black man. Eventually, Paddy has to prove his principles of equality, 

so during a strike at the mine, he stands with his black brothers in 

prGtest against the ~·,hite government. In his takin£ sides he is labelled 

as a traitor and is taken to prison. 

Abraham i very unlike La-Guma, delves deeper into the South African 

society and brings up further the theme of class relations in his novel 

A Night of Their Own. In this novel~ he touches upon the sensitive 

94 Ibid, p. 50. 
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issue of the Indian community. This community is a class that fears 

the :llhite soci i:t,Y on the one hand and is lookd down upon lJy its counter-

part9 the African. 

The story revolves around Nkosi~ an }\frican artist who has brought 

money for the black underground movement to be handed over through 

the Indian community . Followin9 him is Kar Vail 1':l.. 5~ a whiteman full 

of contradictions and who is trying to accept the A.frican as a man yet 

asserts hi s supe :~i ority. The novel ends with the I ndi an community tryi ng 

to reconcile with the Africdns and this -is symboli zed by theil~ helping 

Nkosi to escape. 

Again this novel? like dine BOYg is based Oil human relationships. 

The healthiest one g is a love affair between Dee, the young Indian cripple 

and ~~osi the African. Their relationship is symbolic? and represents 

a unification of the oppressed in South Africa. Commenting on this Wade 

says liThe positive issue of the affair for the participants looks well~ 

symbolically for the future of their j oint political struggle." 95 At 

times we even find I~ kosi talking about democracy and equality of peop'le. 

When talking to the old mcJ.n he say~~ "Democracy is rule of the I':lajority~ 

but the full flowering of the human spirit needs more than just that~ 

though that must be the beginning. ,i96 

Apart from this g we see the methodical organisation of the Indian 

Comfllunity~ the cover for their underground smuggling operation; their 

various contacts 9 their hideouts and -~o.on. The contradictions between 

95 Wade. p. 164. 

96 Peter j\braham, A Night of Their Own, (London: Faber and Faber, Limited, 1965), 
p. 252. 



progressive new ideas and conservative ones ar~ symbo lized through the 

old man Danda and his son. The old man bel ieves in utilizing his power 

to the utmost and prospering under the currupt wh ite regime while the 

son believes in the struggle and in helpi r!g it and sharing the fruits 

of victory. 

Similar to the relationship betw<!en Paddy and Xuma . IfJhere colour 

prejudice is over-looked~ there exists a relationship between Karl a 

white man 9 and ~ildred9 his coloured mistress. The relationship, however 9 

is strained 9 and Karl is not willing to sacrifice as much as Mildred 9 

who has refused to marry and wants to stay with him. Class influences 

are upon him and he does not want to accept that she is equal to him. 

All in a119 Abraham deals with the racial problems among the bl~ck, 

the \'1hitE: and the AsiJrJ cOinmunities s and theil~ eventual unity for the 

achievement of a common goal 9 namely freedom. 

Coming back to La~Guma his novel The Stone CountrYg gives us a 

picture of prison life in South Africa. We find all kinds of people 

in priso~ George Adams imprisoned for political reasonSg the Casbah 

-kid for murder and many other characters. We get the feeling that our 

lives are predestined 9 and we find George arguing with the kid. George 

says "Man g if our life was laid out for us before hand 9 what use would 

it be for us to change things 9 boy? Right mister. You can't change 

thing£ •.•. ~97 The prison symbolically repr~ s~ nts South Africa g because 

all the rules of apartheid ctlso hold trU2 in prisoll. Jefferson g a friend 

of George's says "This jail is a small som~thing of what they want to 

make the country. Everybody separate~ boy: white~ Afr;can j coloured. 

97 A1ex-La-Guma, The Stone Country f (London: Hdlll::rnan E(lucationa1 Bool;:s Ltd. f 1982). 
p. 14. 
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98 Regulati ons for E!very bodY 9 and a '1Jhite bos s \"lith a gun and a stick. 1I 

Even t he food 9 given to the blacks and whi tes in prison, differs because 

of their colour. We see t he interna l stru991e between rival groups 

to sieze ~t:r and the rough treatment of t he guards ; in a waY9 we reali ze 

the desp~ rate condition the South Africa n people are in and we leave 

this boo k with George Adams ' "lords before h,:; falls asleep ? "There is 
(10 

a limit to be ing kicked i n the bac k side.":;1 ~ 

Coming to the last novel I will be dea li ng with from this region 9 

it is evident that This Island Now i s on of Abraham ' s best novels. This 

political novel depicts a state in transi t ion f rom a white dominated 

feudal st ate to a sort of African democ racy. Abraham~ uses a variety 

of charact~rs to represent differen t grou ps , Mr. Freeways 9 the white 

minister 9 re presents the old stendard still refusing to change. Max and 

Martha Lee re p r~ s ent another level of whi te expatriates who are graduall y 

surrendering their power to blacks . We also have the Sterning clan 9 

a rich mercantile family s exchanging shares to influence the political 

standing ~ and finally Josiah . the pres ident 9 a new and vigorous force 

along with Stanhope 9 looking forward t o total change. 

Abraham cl ever ly de picts t he intrigues of political power and 

gradual disintegration or decline from good to bad. Josiah ha d started 

with the aim of changing his "backward countryll into a ne\,1 society~ 

free from the tentacles of old rioses 9 but fails to do so. To begin 

with9 Josiah was full of revolutionary id~d S such as the nationali zation 

of foreign compani es~ expulsion of fori~ i g n ,~ rs and a compl ete reform 

98 
Ibid., p. 20. 

99-
Ibi d' f p. 74 
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in thE: economi c s,,:!ctor. Thi s phenoITI,,:non is pres2nt inmost Afri CdO 

countries in transition. Thrcugh time dnd prc:ssurc 9 however 9 Josiah 

gradually ctlangcs . Nat ional and personal s~cutiry is tighten(!d 9 fr~ '2dom 

of press is curbed~ thus forcing ~ax against his principles and making 

him leave. Furthermore~ the black government b~gins to pervert the 

law and manipulate it for its conven iences making Judge Wright oppose 

this dishonour. Josiah is deteriorating, ;ilentd llY 9 with nobody to under-' 

stand him. In frustration he says: 

AHd I have don'] more for them in five years than 
oZd L'."OS8S Joshua did in twenty five. Today aU 
the chiZdran go to schooL from the age of five on
wards. And the Labour batta Uon have wiped out 
unempZoyment. We have oUminatcd most of the margin 
gathel'ers and those who rema-in" work for us. ~/e 
have started on the road to economic seZf sUfficienay 
and if food is ShOl?t 1:t is the fauU of the farmers 
uiho wi thho Zd their crops. The other things" the 
Zuxury items, ,the foreign clothes and cars and wines 
and spi'1?its we wiU keep out untU we can afford 
them. AU this had been made pZain to them so they 
know it; they know they make the sacrifices" and 
they know what the rewards wiZl be. And each one 
from the pl>Qs-ident down makes the same sacrifies . 
No one is exempt . Perhaps they had been promised 
f or too long that there were easy ways out of situa
tions like this . There is no way out except through 
hal"d 'Work. 100 

Jos i ah ~ ven tua lly turns to brute force and bri ngs in the army. 

Stanhope wants to avoid this and wants to kill him g to allow another 

coup d'etat g but his courage fails him and the tyranny continues. 

250. 
100 Peter Abrahams , This Island Now (London: Faber and Faber limited, 1966), pp. 249-
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To sum up~ South African literatu re d2a ls with a number of them~s. 

The main theme is one of apartheid~ dnd under apdrthcid the writers 

deal with racial and power conflicts,for exampl~we f ind the Indian 

Communi ty tryi ng to ass f'? rt its equa 1 i t.y It'li th the blacks. Paddy can 

also be another eXC1mple of racial c()nf1ict~ he however is trying to 

ease tensions betw~en black and ~hite. Ka r Von As on th~ other hand 

wants to shm'l hi S white superi ority. Power confl i cts can cas ily be 

seen in Wild Congu~ st and This Island Now . In the former novel white 

domination is I~x pl ctined through this historical d€ velopment. Black and 

\'/hite are pitted against each other 9 \'Iith \vhiti::: s gaining power. In 

The Fog of th~ Seasons End 9 how~ verl W~ S d~ how the blacks are fighti~g 

against the white government to attain powe r. We also have t he culture 

clash in which the difficulties of urbanizetion is depicted. Xuma unexperienced 

in the ways of the city finds it hard to adjust himself. To conclude 9 

South African writers have contribut~d to Af r ican literature but by 

depicting the rising workin9 class they can furthe r enrich literature. 

2.2 North African Literature 

Go i n9 to North Afri Cd 9 we f i nd a 1 iteratu r,~ totally differnt from 

that of South Africa. North African literature has been exposed to 

and influn€ed by th \:! Ori 0nt. The Ara b world its re ligion ~ philosophy 

and custom - has infliltrated into North Africa 9 giving its literature 

an Arab touch. 

When we take a closer look at North African writers! the most 

prominent ones are f rom Egypt - Taufik-Al-Hakim and Naguib Mahfouz. 

Look; ng ; nto the; r works Bi rd of the East by Hakim, r~i ramar and ~'d dag 

AllEY by j'lahfouz) we find them st(;eped in philosophy~ r~ligion and culture. 
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Hakim takes a specific instance of a student in Paris and tri~s to show 

the culture clash. ~Iahfouz~ on the othi: r hand 9 chooses two local scenes 

to portray life as viewed by the Egyptian layman. 

Mahfouz's most prominent novel rl idaq Alley deals with a certain 

girl called Hamida living in this particular alley. The peop12 she 

lives with9 meets and courts 9 all revolve around her in this alley. 

What ~nriches the novel is the eV2ryday human interaction I'iahfouz 

has been ab12 to pres~nt in the alley. UmmHamida 9 a broker who deals 

with finding suitable husbands 9 Abbas with his love fantasY9 Kami1 the 

sweet meat seller and Mr. Kirisha 9 the caf~ owner with his hashish addiction 

and homosexual tendenci~s9 all represent an Arab society. Other 10\"/ 

class characters that represent the scum of society are Dr. BooshY9 

the dentist 9 who steals golden teeth from the graveyard and Zaito j the 

cripple mak\::!r. 

Religion s ~ems to be one of the major themes in the novel. Mahfouz 

has us~d Radwan Hossainy as the symbol for religion. The pious man 

who makes the eventual pilgrimage to Mecca, is always around. He is 

the ~lder of the village always ready to bring peace to the people. 

One of the t~achings ' of Islam is that women ar~ inf2rior to men. A 

good example would be what Kirsha believes about his wife. "He was 

her husband and her master. IIIOI Religion also advocates a pre-planned 

1 ife. 102 Abbas says lilt's God who chooses for us. 1I Even modern things 

like elections are connected to God. Uncl e Kamil j upon seeing the er.ction 

of a pava1iion for elections exclaims, "We all belong to God and 

Him will 'tIe r~turn. Oh Almightyj Oh Omniscient One j Oh Master."103 

101 Naguib Mahfouz, Midaq Alley (Londen: Heinrnann Educational Books Limited, 
1975), p. 64. 

102 Ibid., p. 8. 
103-

Ibid., p. 64. 
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Regarding custom~ we find Hamida confined to her small room unable 

to work or court in the open. Her husband is to be chosen for her 

and this is to b~ done through her step mo th2f. Since religion hdS 

closed all doors for her .. she envies peoplG who are more f ree than she 

is. Once whil ~ walking along the stre~t she me~ts her friends who work 

in the factory and she c:xpresses hf::r envy as she says: IIThey were girls 

from Darasa district~ vino s taking advantages cf <dar time employment 

opportunities ignor~d custom and tradition and now worked in public 

places like the Jewish women. n104 

w~ also find negative statements about life .n this novel. When 

talking about Kamil's fat they say he is gaining weight because "Life 

is merely a prolonged sleep, .. 105 Talking about change we also have 

this ne!:j.ltive attitude somebody SilYS~ "Th~ P02t has gone and the radio 

h -rh' . th f ~ d "106 Th' . . t' tl k f as come. 1S lS e way 0 uo. filS pesS1m1s 1C ou 00 0 

life as being totally governed by God leads to a hope of a better future 

and trying to forget tnt:; prcsl2nt agon iE:!s. Hussain~ drinking with Abbas g 

says "Be brave my bO~i ~ life is much mor8 bitter than this drink and 

its ~ ffects far wors~.lIl07 

The reader accepts that li f~ is u nchangeabl~ and fee ls that there 

is nothing to do about it. 

104 Ibid, pp 34-35. 
105 Ibid, p. 2. 
106 

Ibid, p. 8. 
107 Ib'd 215 -~-. p. • 
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Taufik-Al -Hd~ im in his nov01 'Bird of th l E~st tak~ s a theme similar 

to that of Acheb~ in No Longer at Ease and Kahiga in A Girl from Abroad 

and this is on~ of culture clash. The diffc r~nc~s how~ver9 is that 

Haki m's prutogonist experi~nces this frustration not in his hDmeland 

but in Pariso 

l'1ushin) a ve ry st:!Flsitiv0 Arab bUY9 a repr~. sentative of his soci ::tY9 

i s always wasting away his time in thought and love for Suzy . I' rle 

finds it difficult to adj ust to this new culture and is misunderstood 

for a drearrer with no 'l lTl bition. He also cc:nnot understand how loves 

a sacred thing, could b'2 paraded in th-2 strr~0ts. uHe did not approve 

of vulgar exhibition of the soul's most nobl~ treasure which must be · 

j ealously preserv,~d in the heart like pearl s in a jewl box. But in 

Paris everything is on diSplJy ... 108 

Someth; n9 interest; ng dbout Hakim is hi s i ntroducti on of characters 

like Andre and his wif~ Ge rmi na l, both are representatives oftl".'·:l l working 

class. These characters seem to have grasped the n~jor concept of the 

r~lations between classes and are more practical than ~ushin. !hey 

seemed to have influenced him ~ but progressive ideas are still not coming 

out of him. rie find r:lushin saying .. , •. its true slav~ ry will never disapP2ar 
100 .o .• each era has its serf s and its slaves" ~ 

Another complicated character is Ivan) the Russian emigres most 

probably a white RLlssian. th~ believ~s in the grandeur and beauty of 

the past and for him~ his future is in the past. His dream is to go 

to the East for il l;; belieVt20 that "Thf:! Wes t discovered thr; ~arth, but 

108 Tauflk-A1-riakim Bird of the East (Beir~t: Khoyab Book and Publishing 
Company S.A.L., 1966) , ppo 41-42. 

109 Ibid., p. 33. 
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11(' the East heaven" U Ivan 9 a reactionary~ feels that he is a mere drop of 

water in the ocean but seems to realize that there are exploiters in 

the world. When talking about life he Sctj'Ss liThe only ones to profit 

from this accursed speed are a handfull of blood suckers who have managed 

1 1 f h · f . d -, 1 d . t l' II 111 to accurnu ate \flea t h or t elr O\..,n pro It an are (Jpj e capl a lstS. 

Even though he reali zes the existence of classes he does not believe 

in f'iarxism to be the solution. Another of nis reactionary traits is 

his mistrust of mass education. He says liThe masses who have learned 

those stupid symbols that make up the alphabet9 what have they gained?"112 

Eventually T.B. overcomes Ivan and the novel ends with his death. 

liakim has skillfully introduced some concepts of religion and 

custom and placed them against change and rrod2 r,li z ~ti:)i1. Due to their 

opposite views of life the reader is made aware of progress in life. 

Coming to another novel of Mahfouz's. entitled Miramar~ we find 

four characters with different backgrounds at an inn~ and through them 

and their love affairs with the house i1l:1id Zol,ra he projects his view 

of life. Amer Wagdi . the "Archaic" journalist who is like a father 

to Zohra feels that the good old days are over and that we are in an 

era of chaos. Throu gh his conversations with Zohra~ we hear how custom 

had affected Zohra and shr was being forced to marry an old man in the 

countryside. Wanting to get education she ran away to the city. 

110 Ibid., p. 86 

III Ibid., pp 15-J.6. 

112 Ibid •• p. 155. 
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Hosny is a very rich landlord's son and depends on his father's 

wealth. We are made aware of this mis ·, appro priation ~ in \'Il r. Bahy's 

comment regarding Hosny and people like hiIi1. Ivi r, Bahy says these people 

are " ..• men who amassed their power from the flesh and blood of the 

people. "113 Tolba is another character who has a reactionary attitude 

towards people. Mr. Tolba's favourite statement is ~ "Once a peasant 

always a peasant.,,114 This probably shows that Tolba refuses to accept~ 

the law of change and an individuals potential to develop and improve 

his life. 

! ~unsour Bahy ~ one of the younger people of the group who works 

for a broadcasting company despises the older generation since he comes 

from the progressive class. He is for change and wants to implement 

his ideals. He says9 "11m sure the ideal is to believe and put your 

beliefs in action. To have nothing to believe in is to be lost forever, 

But to believe in something and nonetheless sit there paralysed is sheer 

hell ... 1l5 

We find that Bahy believes in his potential as a human being 

and the tone of pessimism is absent. He claims "Life gives nothing 

except to those who are strong enough to live . "116 

The Don Juan of the novel is Sarhan ~ who eventually wins the 

love of Zohra. His sole aim in life is chasing women and making money~ 

very much like Hosny? the rich merchant's son who drives through town 

in his flashy Sports car. Sarhan ~ a man searching for worldly pleasuras g 

always tries to get an advantage out of life without consideration for 

113 Naguib Mahfouz, Miramar· (London: Heinemann Educational Books Limited, 1978), 
p. 68. 

114 Ibid., p. 20. 

115 Ibid. , p, 74. 

116 Ibid. p p. 83. 
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others. For example 7 when tal king about ma rr i age he says "What's the 

good of going into it9 if it doesn't give me a push up the social ladder.,,117 

All in all North African literature deals with the basic questions 

of religion~ custom and philosophy. Regarding religion 7 we have the 

attitude that all progress and development is based on the will of God. 

Man's existing state ofaffai~ are due to God 1s intereference because 

man's life is predestined before he was born. Because of these factors 

character! like Kirisha, Abbas and uncle don't try to change society. 

Furthermore, religion advocates that man's slavation is after death 

where he will be rew·arded in the kingdom of God. For these reasons 

most of the characters are passive. Lastlys we have the cultural clash 

between tradition and moderni zation, a problem of all developing countries. 

To conclude , what makes North African literature different from other 

African literature ;s the strong Arab influence it has. When compared 

with South African literutu~e we find the culture clash but the rivalry 

for political power is absent. In North African literature w~ have 

the veil of religion hanging over man ' s life. 

2.3 Central African Literature 

When we come to the literature of the Central part of Africa 

we find that it is not as rich as the literature of the other parts 

of Africa. Foreign influences are greatly detected in almost all other 

parts of the continent 9 be it Arabic ~ Dutch 9 E n g lish~ French or Portuguese. 

117 Ibid. , p. 112. 
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Central Afri ca. though it had been coloni zed ~ does not seem to have a 

great number of writers in a foreign language. To deal with novels in 

the vC!rnacular . if any ~ woul d be beyond my ineans so I have taken Sudan 

as a representativE of Central African Literature and Tayeb Salih's novels 

written in English in particular. 

Central African literature should be vi ewed from its attachment 

with North Africa. The wide spr2ad influence of Egypt on Sudan cannot 

be over looked , and in turn~ the Arab influence on Egypt . is greatly 

reflected in Sudan. The themes of reli gion and cultu~e conflict play 

a major role in this literature. 

Tayeb Salih has written two well - known novels ~ The Wedding of 

Zein. a collection of short stories g and Season of Moigration to the North. 

To begin with , Salih's strong religious incli nations come out in his short 

The Doum Tree of ~\!ad Hamid. in his first boo k. The story is about how 

this tree is to be cut down to make place for a har~our. The people 

revolt g are imprisoned and the freed as national heroes. The story is 

told in the first per50n ~ thus giving it a tone of friendliness. reflecting 

the Arab culture. Apart from this in the Ara b culture a guest is reveared 

and he can use almost anything in the house as his own in the hosts house. 

For example the host says "care in . my son ~ t reat this house as your own".118 

Apart from this s we find the usual fatalistic belief that we cannot develop 

and change our lives because it is the will of God. A character says» 

"Oh, I wi sh ~ my son ~ I wi sh - the aspha lted road of the town - the modern 

means of transport - the fine comfortable buses . We have none of this 

p. 6 
118 Tayeb Salih, The Wedding of Z<:in (London: Heineman Educational Books Limited, 1978) , 
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we are people who live on what God sees fit to give us ... 1l9 

Religion forces the people to focus on rel igion rather than on 

other secular affairs. A good example is when the host is speaking he 

says : 

Exeuse me;) my son.) while .r perform the sunset 
prayer. It is said that the sunsc-t prayer 
is lstrongc Y if you donYt eat eh it in time it 
eludes you. God's pious servants - I deelare 
that there is no god but God and I deelare that 
Mohammed is His Ser'vant and His Prophet. 
Peaee be v~on you and the Merey of God. 120 

The protagonist has been hypnotized to the ext ent that all other insticts 

and foresight are duned in him; he even L.eg ins to see the unbelievable : 
121 .. I saw the do urn tree prostrati ng itself in \"w rshi p." 

The ma jor short story in the coll ection is The Wedding of Zein. 

The story revolves around the village idiot ~ Zei n who is very similar 
11 

to Wole Soyinka ' s Ifada i rt-The Strong Breed . Through Zein~ Tayeb Salih 

portrays the life of a Sudanese village-their custom of sitting and talking 

together s going to marriages and living together. 

Something new and strange in the muslim culture is Ni'ma's fight 

against custom ~ which is shown in her turn i1g down the various suitors 

that come to propose. According to the Ara b customs a husband is chosen 

by the young lady's parents~ N i ' ma ~ however 9 being a liberated 9 \':or.:~nchooses 

Zeins a totally unexpected choice. The fatalistic outlook , however, 

still has a hold on her. This can be seen when she meditates about her 

marriage: 

119 Ibid., p. 2. 
120 Ib'd 10 1. ., p. • 
121-

Ibid. , p. 13 . 
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As the Ni le f loods its banks:; storms rage, the 
date palms produce their f ruit each year, as 
corn SP1'outs , the ' 1'.ain wurs doum . and the 
seasons change, so wouLd her marriage be a 
destiny fore - ordained by God for her from 
l)&fore she was born j before the Nae began to 
flowJ before God created the earth and all 
that is on it. 122 

The culture of the people is portrayed in weddings where people 

eat7 dance and make merry. It is usuall y an open house to all the people 

of the village where~ similar to the Ethiopian culture 7 people invite 

each other. 

In the Season of Migration to the North Salih moves out from the 

small Sudanese villages and crosses the oceans to France. The central 

character has just come back with a Ph.D. in English~ but Mustaffa the 

highly respected citizen of the village 7 who represents the more experienced 

person in life says~ "We have no need of poetry here. It would have 

b b tt . f I d d· d . 1 t .. d·· ,,123 een e er 1 you stu le agrlcu ure~ englnee rlng or me lClne. 

Sa1ih very skilfully uses r>lustaffa Sa'eed to shm'l how an individual 

can reach the height of education and turn back to his animal instincts 9 

thus falling to the nadir. Salih uses the method of long flashbacks 

showing Mustaffa /s vigorous days 9 thus luring the reader into a feeling 

of reverie. 

?assion appears to be one of the major themes of the novel. Mustaffa 

the brilliant student of the vi11age ~ wins a scholarship abroad 7 where 

he graduates with honours. He is later employed as a 1ecturer 7 but turns 

to the pleasures of 1ife 9 women as in his case. He loses control of 

122 
Ibi~., p. 54. 

123 -- .. 
Tayeb Salih, Season of Migration to the North (London: Heinemann Educational Books 

Ltd., 1970), p. 9. 
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himself~ first it it was Sheila who commits suicide . then it was Anna 

who gassed herself all because of jYjustaffa. Nex t came the married lady 

Mrs. Isabella Seymour and his last prey wa s Jean Morris. 

Usually ~ sex or passion for sex ~ is not a major theme in African 

Literature. We have a few exceptions like Armah in Fragments but otherwise 

the theme of sex is seen as taboo. In Salih's case due to restraints 

of religion he is trying to justify how 10\;1 one can fall in life 9 and 

~ventually take his life due to the obsession with sex. 

Jean Morris had a strong grip on Mustaffa who in frustration ~ 

stabs her to death and spends the next seven years languishing in prison. 

Upon his release he becomes a changed person and tries to rejuvinate ~ 

but in vain. 

Salih, like most African writers ~ can be criticized for the novel's 

ending. Mustaffa, unlike I who had " ... • felt not like a stor,m swept 

feather but like the plam tree~ a being with a background~ with roots 

with a purpose" 9124committed suicide. We also find characters like Nkosi 

in A Night of Their Own or the protagonist in ~~eep Not Child either trying 

to kill themse'lves or running away from reality. 

The protagonist 19 though in the background he has more determination 

and love of life than Mustaffa 9 this love for life is not stifled; instead 

of drowning and being washed away from this so called world of misery. I 

Ii ... screamed with all my remaining strength ~ IHelp! Help!"125 To sum up~ 

124 Ib'd 2 ~ . , p. • 

125 Ib ' d 16 -~ ., p. • 
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Central African literature is very similar to the literature of North 

Africa. This is because religion has a strong role to play in both regions. 

Again9 f2atures like predestination~ religion and culture conflict are 

the major preoccupation of these writers. Furthermore 9 North African 

writers have been circumscribed by their critical realist outlook. 

2.4 West African Literature 

West Africa. seems to be one of the major sources for African literature 9 

with Nigeria at the fore front. The main reason ~ again9 is the strong 

contact with foreign powers. A very interesting fact 9 however 9 is that 

even though Nigeria has a great number of muslims 9 religion is not one 

of the major themes in the literature. Instead, we find the strong influence 

of christianity. 

To begin with9 • ~ill briefly deal with Achebe's four major novels 

Things Fall Apart . Arrow of God 9 No longer at Ease and A Man of the People. 

When dealing with Things Fall Apart and Arrow of God Achebe is 

greatly concerned about the dignity \tIe lost 9 or appeared to have lost9 

when christianity was being introduced 9 Achebe says • 

... the writer's first duty is to demonstrate that 
African peoples did not hear of culture for the 
fi~st time from Europe«ns; that their societies 
were not mindless but frequently had a philosophy 
of great depth and value and beauty, that they 
had 'fP]try and!} aboVt!, aU!) they had dignity. 126 

126 G.D. Killam, The Novels of Chinua Achebe (New York: Africana Publishing Corporation~ 
1969), p. 90. 
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To begin with p in Things Fall Apart we find a very orderly society. 

~~e have the elders who help in governing the communitYJ the peer groups~ 

and then each individual who is guided by his personal god. Okonkowa 

inspired by the fear of failure g came up to become one of the nobels 

of the community. t~hen depi cti n9 the ri se of Okonkowa 9 Achebe ski lfully 

includes many incidents pertaining to the custom and 'flay of life of the 

peop1e ~ thus giving us a picture of the soc 'iety. For instance j the wrestling 

competition 9 Pnimo day - a special day where the ancestors come out of 

their graves to eat the food left out for them to eat and market days. 

Dealing with the past society does not 9 however p mean that Ikhebe 

has neglected topical issues. In fact he deals with universal phenomena. 

Pride is clearly portrayed as being the road leading to destruction. 

Ezeulu s who believes that he is above everyone else p refuses to acknowledge 

the advice of his friends 9 and is rejected . We also find jealousy within 

the fami1Y9 where the wives fight it out to ga in their husbands favour. 

Ambition9 is a positive quality that is also depicted s but j since it 

surpasses normal ambition j as shown in Okon kwo9 it turns sour and finally 

draws Okon kowa towards destruction. 

Okonkowaand Ezeulu are thus representatives of a proud race that 

is crushed by foreign intervention. Both try to adjust to the change 

in different ways. Ezeulu i accepting the inevitability of change sends 

Nwafo to be his eye and ear in the mission school;Okonkowa9 refusing 

to accept change~ fights it. Okon~owa 9 however i arrives too late because 

of his year in exile in his wifes land and finds the new religion firmly 

entrenched. Even as he kills the messengers his way of oPPosing the 

new order~ as l; a1mer says ", .. he reali les its futility for the men of 
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, 127 Umofia would not go t o war.~ Ezeulu seems to be more understanding 

and tries to change but the contradiction wi t hi n his clan and himself 

led to his downfall. 

Next~ we f ind complete frustration and lack of hope s which has 

been a major theme in most African writing. After independence ? a new 

African "whiteman" assumed power and turned out to be even more corrupt 

than the previous white~~~. Achebe in A Man of the People and ~o Longer 

at Ease and Armah in The Beautyful Ones are Not Yet Born have faithfully 

depicted this. 

Living in luxurY 9 Koomsoon , contaminates everything he touches ~ 

describing him t~rmah says he is a man fI ••• whose mouth had the rich stench 

of mel'\ustral blood ll1 28 He lives in the rich suburbs 9 is driven by a chauffer 

and dresses his · ·,ild like a white man. A new upper clas s has emerged 

that is beyond understanding. This is also portrayed by Kobina Sekyi 

~. n · the Blinkards whera Mr. Tissi bi a bl ack COCO o. magnate is willing 

to pay jvirs. Brofussem ~ the lady of fashion ; to make his daughter blush. 

The Man~ on the other hand . tries to remain untainted; he refuses 

to accept bribes and qui etly receives adv i ce f rom his mentor~ the teache r ~ 

another \·d thdrawn 9 uncommi tted character. The i, i,l n has been greatly erit; ci zed 

for being a passive protagonist ; he does not get involved. He sees his 

wife tryi ng to enri ctl herself wi th her d \~ a l 'j ngs wi th Koomsoon but the 

man does not have the stamina to stand up and fi ght . 

. Ltd. I 19~~{ I ~~S5§?'" Palmer. The Growth of the African Novel (London: Hei nemann Educational Books 

128 Ayi KWei Armah, The Beautyful Ones Ar e Not Yet Born (London: Heinemann Educational 
Books Ltd., 1981), p. 163. 
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Armah has gone further and depicted a society greatly geared towards 

the material aspects of life and neglecting human needs. The expensive 

cars~ luxury boats and liquor and the J\tlantic Caprices \\'hich represents 

the wealth that everyone is prepared to get even at the expense of others. 

On the other hand~ the "Keep I<le Clean 'i boards thl~oughout the CitY9 representing 

the needs of the people~ are drab and dirty with nobody to care for them. 

Yet another aspect of critical realism is Armah is pejoristic approach. 

Everything seems to b2 going from bad to worse. The ~l ?:n leaves the house 

at dawn and returns at dusk) defeated and hopeless. Most of the characters 

lead a life of misery with hope only of killing themselves. Even after 

the military take-overs we are left vdth no hope ; the soldiers are forcing 

bribes from the passengers. We have the impression . that we are doomed 

to injustice and there is nothing that we can do about it. 

Armah has symbolically represented Ghana as a state with no future 

in which everything has reached the worst possible stage. Through the 

effective techniques of symbolism and pejorism we conclude that Africa 

has no contribution to make towards life. We find this sense of disillusionment 

even in Soyinkals The Interpreters ~ where we find the same beaurocracy 

and frustration ~ because of the tension between the old and the new. 

Armah has been labelled as a "vlriter of decadence" and he has achieved 

this by leaving us with a sense of doom. We should~ however question 

this state of hopelesness. 

Ngugi in Petals of Blood and Devil on the Cross has attempted 

to show with a new theory that individuals g backed by the majority can 

throw off this subjugation and become their own masters. 
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Armah has truthfully depicted the sad reality~ but this is where 

critical realism lacks that quality of revolutionary romanticism 9 in 

which that truthful future can be portrayed. Out of the debris of frustration 

and hopelesness the sparks of hope must glimmer. 

Focus i fig on the topi c of corrupti on . in post 'j ndependent Afri ca 9 

Achebe's novel No Longer at Ease can be taken as another example of novels 

dealing with this topic. The protagonist~ Obi~ a foreign educated person i 

is frustrated by traditional values. He cannot marry Clara because she 

is an outcast; he has to support his younger brothers and at the same 

time pay back his debt. All this makes him uneasy. 

Like every educated person upon graduation~ he has great ideals 

about developing his country and fighting corruption. He could not unde .... :: 

stand when his immediate boss s Mr. Green says9 "The African is corrupt 

through and through. ,,129 Achebe skillfully shows how gr'adually Obi becomes 

of reality and finds out that his sa'iary cannot cover expenses s thus 

he succumbs to the temptati ons of bri bery and is fi na lly caught in the 

act. 

The tragedy is that Obi was never really given the chance, thus 

being unable to fight circumstances. Achebe tries to show the reader 

that Western education, instead of benefiting the individual~ makes him 

a victim in society. People expect too much of him and yet treat him 

like the ordinary African, which amounts to hanucuffing a person and 

expecting him to contribute to society. vie must, however, question this 

unresolved dilemma between these two aspects of modernism and traditionalism. 

129 Chinua Achebe, No Long~r at Ease (London ~ Heinman Education Books Ltd. 1960l,p. 3. 
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A Ikhebe 9 in his last novt:?l ~ moves tmvards a more committed stand 

when he wrote A Man of the People. He sai d; "This is a beginning for 

a phase for me in wh ich I intend to take a ha rd loo k at what we in Africa 

are ma king of indpendence. "130 

In this novel , we f ind a somewhat socialistic outlook maybe indicating 

Achebe 1s gradual change t owards a socialist stand. One is tempted to 

say this because we are not l eft with the fee ling that we can1t do anything. 

Instead we find that a unified stand can hel p overcome these problems. 

We find Odili trying to fi ght for a democratic election . though his motive 

is personal ~ we also see in Odili ~ a desire for unity. At a certain 

meeting he wants to kno~ ."Jhy there are no workmen at the meal. In answer 

to this ~ he hears g " ••• that thisiS not entirel y accurate ... \"hat you see 

here is only the vanguard, the planning stage. Once we are ready we shall 

draw in the worker 9 the farmer s the b: acksmith . the carpenter ..... 131 We 

have the sense of unity that is present in Petals of Blood. where Munira 

brings the people together. 

Apart from this g we find Mr. Nan ga. l i ke Koomsoon ~ fre~uently 

using everything to his advantage. He seduce Od ili 1s girlfriend and 

then tries to bribe him to go on a scholarshi p. Mr. Nanga1s fall. however ~ 

is apparent ~ and after his hired thugs beat up Odili the election turns 

into a compl et e chaos forcing a military t ake over and the detention 

of Nanga . 

l30~ Zcl l and Hel ene Silv.e~(~)A Readers Guide to African Literat ure (London : Heineman 
Educational Books Ltd., 1978), p. 118. 

131 . 
Chinua Achebe, A Man of the People (London; Heinemann Educational Books Ltd., 

1982) , p . 78. 
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Ach~be does not s however s leave us witl1 complete despair as does 

Armah. Instead 9 we find Odili recovering with Edna to support him. We 

might conclude that the future would be better obstacles bar the 

way. 

Coming back to Armah, he also us~s t he method of psychological 

realisms to show an individual's frustration. This comes Oyt both in 

the nov~ls Fragments and Why Are We So Blest? 

Armah in his novel Why Are We So Blest?, through the characters; 

Solos Modin and Aimee i presents the degeneration of the younger generation. 

These individuals have lost all sense of direction. The predominant 

feeling is that they have no control over their lives. Again like Tess 

of the D1urbervillc. Agains too~ the pesimistic feeling of things 

getting ~orse is prevalent. As opposed to the socialist realist attiude 

of trying to challenge life~ Armah makes his characters turn towards 

vice. This is characteristic of most critical realist w:",ters~ drinks 

hashish and sex are the means of escape from shouldering the responsibilities 

of life. This loss of direction can be clearly seen from what Modin 

says: 

I do ~ot know ~here I am. Perhaps I am 
the spumC;j a lit;tZ.e spack of' fugitive water 
sent up into the air by huge waves in their 
crashing against hard obstacLes. Perhaps 
I am -the spray" a minute global struggling to 
survive the shock of th6 waves spLit from tho 
pal?en t water and fLung upwards in to the s ky ~ 
to disi~tegratJ and evaporate . 1J2 

I 

132 Ayi Kwei Iirmah, Why are He So BlE!st? (London: Heinmann Educational Books Ltd. p1972) p 
p. 11. 
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Throughout this book . and Fragments we find failure heaped upon failure~ 

desperation followed by frustration j leading to a total collapse at the 

end. Towards the end ~ however j Modin says " .. . revolution would be the 

art, revolutionaries the onl y cr~ators. All else is part of Africa's 

destruction. ,,133 Buaku, on thl: other hand j r2aches a stage of ' K~,mplete 

aisillusionmcnt and life has no meaning except for bizzare desires which 

are figments of the brain. 

All in all j apart from despair9 we learn nothing of the beauty 

of life and expectations that w~ have to fulfill. As builders of a new 

nation such suicide prone individuals have very little to contribute 

to society. Armah truthfully presents these characters who are actual 

individuals of a decadent societYj but this does not mean that we have 

nothing to learn from Armah and ~ch2be. We come to the strong realization 

that we have a lot of hardship to overcome in the future. 

After examining the works of writers from the various parts of 

Africa we are left with the question; what are the significant characteristics 

that emerge? The tvm common features to a 11 areas are those of predesti nati on 

and cultural conflict. The main cause for cultural conflict is the development 

of society. Africa j at the present moment~ is experiencing great change; 

it is always being exposed to new ideas j new cultures. So in whatever 

period we are~ be it pre or post independen'ccjthere will always be cultural 

conflicts. For example 9 foreign and indegnious j urban and rural and 

modern and traditional conflicts are usuall y the theme of literature 

133 
Ibid.! p. 231. 
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The othLr common "fl2atur\; is one of pessimism and predestination. 

Predestination has always been one of the m~ i n featuM~~ of r~ ligion. # 

Predesilldtion discourag~s change and att~i~IP"CS to r-:tain the status quo. 

Along with this s comes the p2ssimistic Vi8W of life. If our lives are pre

determined ~ what is the use of trying to change it? All this leads to 

frustrated individuals who don!t know what to do with their lives. Most 

of the characters li ke : ~ddy ~ Mustaffa Saed s and the Ma n are either passive 

or suicide prone individuals. 

Apart from these major features~ each region has its own individual 

features ~ mainly because a writer is a product of his particular society. 

South African literature1s main theme revolves around apartheid and its 

wide sp~ _ad effect. We have pass laws and its problems, racial troubles 

and the fight for liberation by the resistance movement. In North and 

Central Africa we have a picture of peoplE: who are heavily bounded by 

religion and who leave everything to God ore e1se engage in all sorts 

of fantasy. And West ~frica gives the picture of a once proud people~ 

who' now are mostly corrupt through and through. We have the impression 

that the African has no redemption. 

It appears that the African writers have greatly depended on the 

critical approach to life 9 that is~ presenti ng instances 9 people and 

conditions as they are» without and definite conclusioll. We are~ of 

course 9 greatly indebted to these African writers, and their contribution, 

We are~ ~owever > left with some lingering questions. In all or most 

novels we have a picture of doom and self rejec tion. We have for the 

most part weak and subdued individuals who are victims of circumstances. 
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Can't th i s sense of despair be overcome wi t h a fee ling of hope? How 

about the builders of a new nation ~ the peasants 9 s t udent s and workers 

can't they be pr~ s entcd ? Or do we st ill beli eve in j ust watching~ and 

accept; n9 a dy; ng soci ety t hat is be; ng present ed to us . T:,e anS\'Iers 

to all these questions appears to be resolved in t he socialist realist 

outlook . In the following Chapter I will try and show how th~ socialist 

realist method attempts to resolve these problems. 



CHAPTER THREE 

3. SOCI AL IST REALIST IMPLICATIONS FOR TrlE AFRICAN WRITER 

For the African lJ)y·i t er !tis ro Le is to be 
one with the people so as to artiaulate 
their deepest aspirations for freedom and 
a higher quality of life 0 134 

We are left with several questions f rom the previous chapter on what 

the future of the African novel should look li ke . The role the ~frican . , 

writer has~ in regard to these question , ;s very importanto Various 

authors have different vi ~w s concerning t he ir actual role in society. 

To have a look at some of these views would give us a perspective into 

their stand towards their role. 

Writers like Alex-La-Guma and Peter AbraJms " ... t end to be less 

preoccupied with the past and are more concerned with the present."135 

Based on the review of limited· li~rature ? the preoccupation is with over-

throwing the white regime and attaining pow2ro The emphasis 9 therefore 9 

is to deal with what is going on ;n South Africa now rather than delving 

into the past. The South African writer 9 however 9 has been limited to 

exposing apartheid. A writer like Soyinka also 1I •• oseeks to interpret 

the present in terms of the human characteristics of an African community 

. th t f t th t ,.136 H' f d' th . h W1 ou re erence r e pas .' 1S reason or olng 1S 9 owever, 

;s different. Soy;nka feels that the nost~lgia some writers have for 

the past 9 with all its beauty s is an illusion. He maintains that the 

African past is j ust as gruesome as the past of other people in the world. 

134 Ngugi Wa Thiong, Writers in Politics (London : Heinern3nn Educational BooKs 
Ltd., 1981), p. 105. 

135 G ~.. d' 8 a", .. an 1, p. • 
136 Ibid., po 66 
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~'Jriters like Achebe alternate between the past and the present~ may be 

because they feel that both are as important. Regarding the novels in 

the past Achebe says ; 

I would be qui t e satisfied if my novels 
(especially the ones I set in the past) did 
no more than teach my readers that their past -
with all its imperfections - was not one 
long night of savagery from whi()h the first 
Europeans acting on God's behalf delivered 
them. 13? 

Refering to novels dealing with the present Achebe says, "It is clear 

to me that an African crative writer ~ho tries to avoid the big social 

and political issues of contemporary African will end up being completely 

11' relevant.- .. 138 

Wherever the focus may be~ on past or present ~ the African writer 

for the most part has merely been depicting the society around him. Critical 

realism, due to political and econonic circumstances, has circumscribed 

his outlook and made him concentrate in one direction only. Commenting 

on the general tendency of the African writer Ngugi says: 

o . 0 he m· akes a cult of Africanness; of 
Blackisms of the di~zity of the African past, 
of the African approach to problems; or he 
simply becomes cynical and laughs at every
thing equally; at capitalism and its 
exploitative and oppressive social system 
and at the struggles of the people for total 
liberation or he m~ay condemn every effort and 
everything - gains and losses in the struggle 
- in the name of abstract humanism~ abstract 
universalism without seeing that free unfettered 
human intercourse. is impossible within 
capitalistic structures and imperialism . .. 

137 Hans Ze11 and Helene Silver, p. 118. 
138 Ibid., po 119. 
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for as long as th.,;re are classes - classes 
defined by where or how the various people 
stand in relation to the means of production -
a truly hwnan contact in love, joy;; laughter, , 
creative fulfillment in labour will never be 
possible . 139 

3.1 Ngugi's Pre-Socialist Realist Novels 

Ngugi~ himself orginally began as a critical realist ~ and this 

is clearly seen in the novels Weep Not? Child 9 The River Between and 

A Grain of Wheat. Let us take a brief look at these novels. 

In Weep Not~ Child the protagonist is a young boy called Njorogo 

who is obsessed by the desire to get an education. Through his attempts 

to get it~ Ngugi tries to show w at pre~independent Kenya l00ked like. 

We have Boro who despises his father Ngotho 9 along with his generation who 

appear to have accepted white domination. Boro also leads the underground 

movement in the struggle fori r. j~ !~ r- d~neWe also have Jacobo~ a representative 

of the homeguards who are prospering under the white regime 5 with 

the settlers like Howlands who have the best land. We also have people 

like Ngotho who passively wait for their land to be returned to them. 

We pity Njoroge because he does nothing to fight reality; he accepts 

it with an escapist mentality. As Palme.r said ~ 1I ••• he is a visionary 

and dreamer living in a world of illusion 9 and seeking every possible 

opportunity to escape from tough reality ... nI40 Firstly~ he tries to 

run away to Uganda with Mwihiki9 but she 9 a more mature character~ wants 

to stay with her family in time of need. Secondly~ when he has to work 

as clerk to support the family no hope of continuing his education~ he 

attempts to hang himself. This suicide tendency among characters is 

a trait of critical realism where, being unable to face the reality, 

the protagonist tries to destroy himself. 

139 Ngugi, Writers in Politics, p. 79. 
140 

Palmer, p. 4. 
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In The River Betwe~n we have the contradiction between tradition 

and modernization~ again a sort of cultural conflict. We find the central 

character Waiyaki caught between tradition and the christian front t~~t 

is advocating change and education. Unfortunately ~ because Wa iyaki could 

not explain that he wanted progress for the people , he was considered 

a traitor. We also see christianity gradually entrenching itself among 

the people. Joshua ~ with his ideas of spreading christianity . is pitted 

against the traditionalists but he has a contradiction within the family. 

;~uthoni. i1uthoni, a representativ8 of tradition 9 tried to rebel against 

tradition~ and get circumsized, but dies in the process~ leaving Nyambura~ 

her sister~ in total dilemma. At the end of the novel, Nyambura and 

Waiyaki are to be hanged. Again we have that pessemistic ending wher~ 

man has no way of changing his life. 

A Grain of Wheat deals with the Mau Mau f ight for independence 

and the agony people fac ed to attain it. We fi nd the major characters 

full of recollections. Their inner contradictions 1 betrayals, and 

misunderstandings are presented to us on the eve of . independence. FirstlY9 

we find Karanja ~ now a political authority , who used to fight for the 

homegua~~s against the lib~ ration movement l2d by Kihika. Secondly~ 

we have Gikonyo whose involvement in the political struggle leads hi m 

to his detention and subsequent suffering in prison. Thirdly ~ we have 

Mugo torn between two extremes; to t el l or to withold the truth about 

his involvement with the killing of Killiki. Lastly . we have j·iumbi i \'/ho 

again Jike Tess , is a victim of circumstances. 

Ngugi . however , does not leave us in total despair. At the end 9 

we find good overcoming evil , and a little hope. Gikonyo and Numbi are 

ready to start a new life just like the Thomsons who had also quarrelled. 
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Mugo g with a light heart ~ is ready to face the gallows and other characters 

are feeling guilty about past mistakes. 

After having a brief look at these boo ks and Ngugits previous definition 

regarding the African writers we find that he WdS not different from 

his predecessors. We then tend to ask ourselves as to what stand Ngugi 

has today regarding the role of the African Writer. Commenting on this 

question he says this: 

What tho African writer is called upon to 
do is not easy: it demands of him that he 
recognize the global character of imperialism 
and the global character of dimension of the 
forces struggling against it to build a new 
world .. . . He must of course be very particularJ 

very involved in a grain of sand~ but must also 
see tlw 'World past~ present~ and future in that 
grain . He must write W1~th the vibrations and 
tremours of the stI~ggles of all the working 
people in Africa~ America~ Asia and Europe 
behind him. Yes, he must actively support and 
in his writing reflect tho struggle of the African 
working class and its peasant class allies fQr 
the total liberation of th~ir labour power . Yes, 
his work must show commitment, not to abstract 
notions. ~ of justice and peace, but the actual 
struggle of the African peoples to sieze power 
and hence be in a position to control all the 
forces of production and hence lay the only 
correct basis for peace and justice. 114 

We find Ngugi greatly changed when he writes his two most recent 

novels, Petals of Blood and Devil on the Cross. We can clearly see hows 

especially in Devil on the Cross s Ngugi has used the method of socialist 

realism, thus presenting a completely different kind of novel s and of 

superior quality. This shift from critical to socialist realism appears 

to be in accordance with his previous definition. Apart from this, 

141 Ngug1, Writ~rs in Politics, p. 80. 
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Ngugi' s experience i n the Soviet Union 9 a soc ia list country, has enabled 

him to witness socialist man working towards communism. Furthermore g 

reading books based on the socialist rea"list methodsS'eems to have inspired 

Ngugi to use this method. This influence is ci early manifested in Devil 

on the Cross where we see a strong correlation with Gorky's masterpiece 

Mother ~ a socialist realist novel. This is a certain indication that 

the tiMe has come for African writers to go beyond the old critical realist 

method and adopt a more appropriate method - the socialist realist method. 

3.2 Humanism and Optimism in Devil on the Cross 

African li~erature has almost always been anthropocentric in its 

approach. In other words ~ mankind and his problems ~ aspirations and 

frustratioris have been the focus of the African writer. The question ~ 

however s lies in how the African has been presented. So far 9 a totally 

pessemistic stand has been adhered t0 9 presenting the African personality 

as aimlessly governed by destiny and frustration 9 and he in turn j trying 

to escape from it. Suicide prone iridividuals like Njoroge and ~ ustaffa 9 

dehumanized characters like Daddy , Solo and Modin and simple passive 

protagonists like the i~an have so far dominated the literary scene. Ngugi~ 

however, based on socialist realist principles ~ has come forward with 

characters l ike Wariinga , Muturi, Wa ngari an~ Gatuira 9 the charachers 

are out to change man's fate. 

At the beginning , Wariinga appears to US 9 as the ordinary pessimistic 

character. We find her depressed and frustrated 9 hating her black skin 

and annointing herself with Snowfire and Ambi cream. She despises being 
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black, forgetting the saying "That which is born black will never be 

white. 1I142 ~Jariinga~ like Miss Tissibi~ in the The Blinkards tries to 

follow European fashions and straightens her hair to imitate white people. 

Wariinga has reached a stage where she is thoroughly dissatisfied with 

life in Nairobi. Her boss has just dismissed her for refusing to yield 

to his lust~ and her boy fri2nd disowns her with the belief that she 

is flirting wHh her boss. She is in a dilemma. In this trance-like 

mood she nearly loses her life by falling infront of a bus. But she 

is saved by a passerby. It is from this point of total dejection~ where 

we expect an escapist tendency~ that the young man who saves her says, 

"We must never D2spair ~ Despa;r is the one sin that cannot be forgiven 

by the nations and generations to corne. 1I143 Gorky's novel, Mother also 

has ~his pessimistic attitude at the beginning. Mother g whose real name 

is Pelagea Nilowna g is married to a drunken farmer. The husband, in 

turn s who feels that life has nothing .to give him g vents his rage on 

his wife. Eventually her husband dies and though she has escaped from 

one evil, the greater evil of hunger haunts her house. Life is bleak 

but Mother ~olds on g and does not resort to suicide. 

From this point of deliverence onwards g W3riinga begins to change. 

Her experiences with Muturi and Wangari gradually transform her. She 

begins to realize the strength of unity and its power. After listening 

to the testimonies of the various people in the cave g she realizes who 

her true enemies are. She has to choose sides when Muturi confronts 

her and Gaturia g and asks them to join the procession. Wariinga makes 

her choice when she hears " ••• the voice of a worker was calling them, 

14a 
Ngugi Wa Thiongo , Devil on the Cross (London: Heinemann Eductiona1 Books 

Ltd., 1982) p. 11. 
143 Ib'd 27 _~_.v p. • 
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te lling them that nobody could walk along t wo roads at the same time."144 

From then on she is ready to fight. 

After the ordeal at the cave and two years later we find a 

completely new Wariinga . During the day she wo rks in a garage as a mechanic 

and in her spare time she persues her education . She dresses in simple, 

modest clothes and is actually proud of be ing black . She is the prid~ 

of the community. Wariinga is not 

. • . the one who used to think that there was 
only one /:Jay of avoiding the pit falls oj' life : 
Suiaide , .. No~ this [vaY'iinga has decided that 
she'll never again allow herself to be a mere 
flower3 whose purpose is to decorate the 
doors and windows and tables of other people's 
lives~ waiting to be thrown onto a rubbish heap 
the moment the spldndoUY' of her body withers. -
Tile . Wariinga of tpday has decided to be seZf
rel~ent all the t~e3 to plunge into t he middle 
of the arena of lif e f s struggles in ordel'to 
discovere}m- real strength and to realize her 
true hum~llity . 145 

Just like Wariinga 9 Mother also gradually develops. Starting 

out from total ignorance 9 with the help of Andrei 9 Motlep rapidly widens 

her political outlook. FirstlY 9 when ~he attended the meetings her son 

Pavel organi zed in ber house~ she was just a listner. After Pavel's 

imprisonment, however~ she began to distribute l eaflets and during the 

f>'iay Da'V march . she was besi de her son full of vigour. After the clash 

with police ~ we even find her clutching a bit of the Red Flag. We also 

have this feelin g of optimism with Andrei ) a comrade of Pavel. He is 

the one who taught n~ther to read and write ~ a painstaking task9 because 

she was totally ignorant . Andrej, always used to encourage mother and 

tell her about the future. On one occasion Andrei was discussing with 

mother. 

144 Ibid., p. 205. 

145 Ib'd 216 -~ ., p. • 
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1YAh, me! II came the mother's soft voice:; 
"So many people in the world, and aU of 
them groaning. I wonder where the happy 
ones are." "There are happy ones" nenko!ff 
l'ev lied Andl~ei. flAnd soon there' U be 
lots of them. Lots and lots. "146 

Wariinga goes further than just attaining an optimistic outlook. 

She also refuses to accept that life is ~stined like Ni'ma g in Tayeb 

Salih's novel. On her way to lTIeet Gaturia's father they have an argument 

about hope, and Wariinga says 9 " ... No l~ts not be content with hoping. 

We aren't going to wait for things to happen by themselves any longer. 

Why can't we make things happen the way we want them to happen."147 When 

she meets the rich old man g Gaturia's father g and he begins to lull her 

with all the sweet words that had previousl y entrapped her, she shoots 

and kills him. After this incident she does not fall down and cry instead~ 

"Wariinga walked on ~ without once looking back. She knew with all her 

heart that the hardest struggles of her life' s j ourney lay ahead." 148 

Wariinga is not the only character with this optimistic outlook. 

Muturi is another one. He sayS g "I am a worker .•• work is life" 149 When 

we first meet Muturi in the Matutu 9 he is a silent character in blue 

overalls and who is willing to pay Wangari's fare. Muturi is not the 

pessimistic and cowardly protagonist; instead we have a person proud 

of his work and ready to sacrifice himself for the improvement of life. 

Being ,ren the working class he says 

"The unity of our sweat is what makes us able 
to change the laws of nature, able to harness 
them to the needs of our livesJ instead of our 
lives remaining slaves of the laws of nature . 
TeU me this : is any other creatUl'e able to 
trap and yoke the wind, water, lightening, steam? 

146 Maxim Gorky, Mother (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1981), p. 155 
147 Ngugi, po 246-.--

148 Ibid., p. 25~. 
149 -N-· 38 gu.q1 • p. • 
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Able to tie their l egs and arms~ with chains 
and lock them up~ making them prisoners~ 
submissive and obedient to its needs? No. 
Human nature and animaL natur.-; are quite 
different. Animals stoop low before nature) 
allowing themselves to be turned this way 
and that by her~ just as sausages are turned 
casuaUy in the J-ir·e by the boys. But the 
human being wrestles uith nature and strives 
to command it. 150 

Muturi has the same characteristic feature of l eadership as Pavel~ 

the son of Mother. Both repres~nt the working class on the rise j and 

are for complete change. In fact~ just li ke tUturi·s speech above 9 we 

find Pavel proud of his ability to bring about change : 

We are workers!) people by whose labour 
all things are made~ from children's toys 
to massive machines; yet we are people 
deprived of the right to defend our human 
dignity. Anyone is able to exploit us 
for his own personal ends. At present~ 
we want to achieve a degJ.'ee of fl?eedom 
which wiU event uaUy enab le us to take 
aU power into our OlJn hands. Our slogans 
are simple enough: IDo1;)"a w'ith private 
property !' 1 All means of producton in the 
hands of the people! ' All power in the 
hands of the people! ' No one exempt from 
work! V151 

Muturi has always had a positive outlook towards life. Previously 

he had saved Wariinga from drowning in ~c~o 0 1 and he had also pulled 

her .from infront of the train. Along with this love for life Muturi 

has the qualities of a leader. He organi zes the workers of Ilmorog and 

despite the presence of thepo1ice 9 he valiantly marches towards the cave 

to show the people how their wealth was being embezzeled. Speaking to 

the crowd he says , •• .•. we refuse to go on being the pot that cooks but 

never tastes the food."152 

150 Ib'd 52 1. . , p. • 
lSI--

Gorky, p. IB5. 
152 N' 221 gugl., p. • 

• 
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Pavel is also in for the future ~ talking to the crowds he says 

"Comrades .•. A11 our lives we must keep pressing forward. There is no 

other direction for us. lIlS3 So in both these characters we see s imil ar 

features; these are their optimistic outlook towards 1 He s because they 

are from the rising class 9 and th~ir qualities of leadership. Apart 

from th;s~ their want for unity is another similar quality. 

It is true that both Muturi and Pavel have similar qualities. 

However~ we find Pavel contributing more to bring about change. FirstlYi 

Pavel gathers his friends and tries to spread the \'lords of equality. 

Secondly s he takes more ri sks than f'tluturi. "Iore than once he goes to 

prison and even then~ we see him forsaking his chance of escape in favour 

of a fellow comrade. We also find Pavel even more optimistic than Mother 9 

Wari;nga and Muturi. Towards the end of the novel. during his trial. 

he bravely stands up and says : 

We are revoZutiorwries and ~ill go on 
being revolutionaries as long as some 
people do nothing but give orders and 
others do nothing but ~ork ... And ~e 
~ol>kers are sure to ".in! 154 

Another character that has a positive and optimistic outlook towards 

life is W~ngari. She is a symbol of the African who 9 having fought for 

independence. cannot understand why the younger generation want to imitate 

European fashions. Talking about her younger days she says9 ", .. ours 

was not a time for adoring our bodies with flowers and necklaces. Ours 

was is a timE for decor3tir.g ourselves with bullets in the fight for J 

Kenya's freedom" 15 Having had to sell her farm t0 1rl:!pcY a bank 10.)n, JJangari 

153 Gorky, p. 221. 
154 

Ibid., p. 436. 
155 -N-' 127 

gug~, p. • 
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comes to the city in search of work. Everywhere she goes i she is thrown 

out like a piece of useless old furniture and eventually she is charged 

for keeping a close watch on a particular hotel. At the b8ginning. 

heartbroken~ Wangar; is seen heading for~ Ilmorog, 

vJangari, however 9 is not like JUldulla or iylunira in Petals of B100d 9 

she is not a passive character. Abdulla who fought for Kenya's independence 

and even sacrificed his leg, is reduced to a mere fruit seller. We 

see his usefu11ness during the march to Nairobi to make the representative 

of I1morog help al1~viate conditions i but oth~rwise he is a passive 

character. Munira to0 9 a weak creature~ had originally fled the world 

and gone to Ilmorog where he attained self confidence, but otherwise i 

he too is passive. Wangari on the other hand s angered by the greedy 

capitalists that are gathered in the cave tries~ according to her ability~ 

to root out the cause of the suffereings of the people. Calmly walking 

in with the polices she says: 

These are the men who hav~ always oppressed 
us peasants~ denying us clothes and food 
and sleep. These are the men who stole the 
heritage bequeathed t o us by Waiyaki Wa Hiinga 
and Kimaathi Wa Waciuri~ and by all the brave 
patriots 'I.vho have shed -their blood to Uberata 
Kenya. TheBe are the imperialist watch-dogs~ 
the children of the Devil . Chain their hands J 

chain their Zegs and throw them into the EternaZ 
Jail s, where there is an endless fi!1-G.$hiYLJ] of teeth! 
for that's the fate of all those who sell foreigners 
the heritage of our founding Patriarch's and 
Patriots. 156 

156Ibidol pp. 196-197. 
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Wangari does not try to hide and run away from the corruption 

that is being boasted about in front of her. Nor does she try and stay 

pure and untouched like the ~an; instead she tries to determine the 

future and rid the country of its dirt. \~e do not $ in this novel g find 

pessimistic g passive characters. Instead . we have proud, constructive 

and optimistic human beings who have an aim in life and are ready to 

ncertain th~ir rights in this world. 

3.3 Socialist Commitment 

In accordance with socialist realism~ Ngugi is clearly seen to 

be a committed writer. His stand is definitely with the exploited class 

that is fighting for its rights and changing situations in life. His 

major characters all come from the exploited class : ~Jariinga the jobless s 

Wangari the peasant, Muturi the worker and Gaturia the educated. We 

also have the class of exploiters represented by the rich old man, Mwireri$ 

Mwaura and the foreign imperialists in the cave. Ngugi in his previous 

defintion, talks about the global power of imperialism in contrast to 

the working class that is attaining its rightful leadership. Here 

he clearly shows this global character of imperialism through the foreign 

and indigenous people collected in the cave. 

Firstly, all the foreign guests are d~~ssed in the currency of 

their respective countries, be it Dollar, Pound or The Yen. This implicitly 

reflects the global character of imperialism. Secondly, we have the 

badges reflecting how they exploit the ignorant people. ~loney Swallowing 

Insurance Schemes, Industrial Gobblers of Raw Materials, Traders in 

Human Skins~ Loans for a Profits Aid with Iron Strings, Arms for r~urder, 
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etc. Apart from theses we have the indigenous exploiters who come forward 

with greedy methods of exploiting the people. Kimeendeeri feels that 

the blood j sweat and brains of a work2r are the most important assets 

for ~xploitation. Furthermore 9 he wants to export these commodities 

to the west 9 in a pipeline 9 under the title Kenya-Saxon Exporters: Human 

Blood and Flesh. We also have the idea of selling cans of air and soil 

to exploit the people. If they refuse to be exploited i they can be 

denied the air. Ngugi brings all these ridiculous ideas forward to 

show how far imperialism expects to extend 9 and in a way, he is warning 

the people against this expansionist greed. 

We also have a clear picture of Ngugi1s commitment regarding 

unity. This is reflected through the student's speech outside the cave. 

We!) the mass of students in Ilmorog whether 
in primary or secondary school3 or at the 
UniversitY3 support the workers fully in their 
just struggle against the system of modern 
theft and robbery. Let us aU now join hands 
with the working people in its nao-colonial 
stage. Let us join hands with the workers as 
they struggle to build a house that will benefit 
all the builders. il.hat greater thing can our 
education do for our nation.]5? 

Ngugi also shows his belief in unity in the following quotation. 

157 
Ibid., p. 209. 

I believe that we$ the workers3 are of one clan 
and hence we should not aUow ourselves to be 
divided by religion~ colour or tribe. 1- believe 
that in the organization of the workers lies 
our strength3 for those who are organized never 
lose their way, and those who are not opganized3 

are scattered by the sound of one bullet. I 
therefore believe in the unity of the workers 
because our unity is our strength. I believe 
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that imperialism and its local represent ative 
are the enemies of the progress of the workers 
peasants and of the whole nation. I therefore 
vow always to struggle against neo-colonialism 
for neo-colonialism is the last vicious kick 
of a dying imperialism, 158 

To conclude. Ngugi has 9 in this novel~ clearly depicted the evil 
t . 

nature of imperialism and its ways of subjugat ing the people. SymbolicallYi 

through the words of Kihaaha Wa Gatheeca~ imperialism says 

, .. I'am very grateful to the masses of the 
Kenyan people. For3 their blindness$ their 
ignorance$ their inability to demand their 
pights$ are what enable US$ the elan of man 
eat ers to feed on their sweat without their 
asking too many awkward questions. 159 

Though Ngugi has shown the evil ways of impe rialism~ he does not leave 

it for the reader to contemplate and be aware of. Instead he proposes 

a solution: unity with the workers i peasants and students and above 

all ~ education. Apart from this , Ngugi is clearly showing the way for 

progress and development. Characters like ~Jariinga arc ready to devote 

their time to education i and then fight for their rights without losing 

heart. Wangari is rea dy to expose and bring to j ustice all people responsible 

for this unequal division of wealth and Muturi i the worker ~ is proud 

of being a nation builder. All thes~ characters represent a new type 

of man 9 who is proud of being a productive ~ progressive individual and 

a builder of a new society with a bright future. 

158 
Ibid. , p. 210. 

159 -
Ibid., p. 116. 



CONCLUSION 

This paper has attempted to deal with socialist realism as a 

method, the themes of a set of African novels and the implications of 

the former for the African writer. 

To begin with an attempt has been made to give an over-all view 

of socialist realism and this view is made cl e~ r~r when compared and 

contrasted wi th criti ca 1 rue.lism. S"l~ia l1~t rea l ism shows the post and 

present of mankind along with the bright future while critical realism 

deals with the here and now. Critical realism does not want to conciously 

change society instead pessimism pervades. The ~-in reason for giving 

this over-all view is to show the important rol e soci alist realism played 

during the transition period in the Soviet Uni on. Furthermore , there 

are important implications for other writers in the world. 

The study in the next stage takes a set of African novels from 

certain regions and attempts to show ~nat the maj or themes are. The 

result from thi s section is that the ;'~fri can writer has reached a stagnant 

stage of merely reflecting reality. Reality in turn is presented with 

characters frustrated by failures in life . Apart from this each region 

has its peculiar features. South African literature is dominant with 

the themes of apartheid~ the resistance movement and cultural conflict. 

North and Central Hfrican literature have strong influences of religion 

reflecting predestination while ~~est Africa presents pessimism in varying 

degrees. In other words s the African writer using the critical realist 

method has only been critical about man and his life and this has been 

of little value. Critical rea lism does not even try to give solutions 

to the problems of man, in fact, it infers that there is nothing he 

78 
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wants to do or can do. Apart from this 9 the critical realist method 

has given no place for the optimistic rising class - the working cl Gss. 

We can deduce from these facts that the critical realist method has 

become inadequate to deal with reality. The time has come to use a 

method with a much more comprehensive view , by this it is meant that 

soci 8list realism tries to point out the cause for mans problems and 

attempts to give the solutions the alternative method appears to be -

the socialist realist method. 

Lastly this paper tries to point out certain implications for 

the African writer that we can get from the soci alist realist method. 

Socialist realism is a reflection of the soci alist r~ality. Socialism 

in turn is being experienced on a world wide basis. The Soviet Union 

and most East European countries can be taken J S examples from Europe. 

We also have countries from Latin Ame rica li ke Cuba s and China, and 

Vietnam from the Far East which are Soci alist. We can clearly see that 

socialist oriented countries are increasing from year to year. The 

same holds true when we come to the African continent, many countries 

like Ethiopia , Angola and Mo zambique are in c transition period towards 

socialsim. A transition period in turn is a vel~y decisive period in 

which the African writer has a great rol e to play in the coming of socialism. 

We can already see African writers using the socialist realist 

method. Ngugi-Wa Thiongo in his novel Devil on the Cross has viewed 

society from a socialist realist outlook. Ngugi inspired by the works 

of socialist realist writers and his experiE:llce in the socialist world 

has presented optimistic characters who want to determine society. Equally~ 

man and woman are portrayed striving to change society. This indicates 

that the socialist realist method has some implications 9 like optimism 
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and commitment ~ that are useful to the Afri can writer. These implications 

wi:l ~elp the , African writer in his rol e i n the transition period and 

will thus improve the African novel. 

To conclude ~ though socialism is inev i table the African writer 

can quicken its coming through his works of art. There can be no nobl er 

task than showing the majority of mankind the exploitation of man by 

man and helping him to attain his rightful pl ace in society. Hence ~ 

it is the duty of the African writer t o guide and t each the people and 

the socialist realist method will help him i n this task. 
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